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I. IHTHOarOflON 
Methods for examining and stadying the iaheritance of quanti~ 
tativQ characters are extreme3y in^jortant to plant and animal 
"breeders* Breeders are continuously stririns for a better under, 
standing of the coarolex inheritance of quantitative character, 
fhese characters axe controlled "by a large naffiher of hereditary 
tmits, called genes, that may act independently or may interact 
with one another. In general, the effect of an individual gene is 
relatively small compared to the joint effect of the entire complex 
of genes affecting the character involved. Individual genes 
probably do not act independently, therefore it is quite advanta. 
geous to study the vhole group of genes at once. Since most 
quantitative characters are measurable aijd are determined by 
systems of genes vhidi must be handled "en masse", statistical 
techniques are necessary for an evaluation of the inheritance 
involved. 
Before proceeding to a discussion of these statistical tech-
niojues, a review of basic genetic teirminology should be useful. 
IThe genes are arranged along threadlike bodies, called chromosomes 
and particular genes are generally located at particular points 
aloztg the chromosome called loci. At each locus two or more genes 
are possible and these are called alleles. In the simple situation 
only two alleles are possible at a given locus on a chromosome pair. 
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Thia Is the ozijly case ve vill discuss in this thesis. Trequently* 
howerer, there are more than tvo alleles possible at a given locas. 
^ese alleles axe called oultiple alleles. 
Only the diploid condition, that is the condition which exists 
vhen chromosomes appear in pairs, vill he considered in this dis-> 
sertatioa* !Che hasis for statistical investigations in genetics is 
Mendelian segregation* This is a random process hy vhidb an off. 
spring receives with equal pro'babilit7 one of the tvo genes possessed 
the parent at a locus* In the process of reproduction the parent 
passes on to the offspring one chrcRsosome froet each of the pairs of 
chromosomes. The ^ole arr^ of a single set of chromosomes is 
called a gamete. The result of the uniting of tvo gametes is a 
sygote. 
The possible genotypes, that is the genetic classes of zygotes. 
In the ease of tvo alleles and one locus are Ak, Aa, and aa. The 
genotype vhich has different alleles, ia, is called heterozygous, 
vhile the other tvo genotypes vhlch have like alleles, AA and aa, 
are called homozygous. If ve denote the espression that the geno> 
types exhibit by the genotype ^mbol, the concepts of dominance are 
as follows: 
(a) Complete dominanee if Aa M 
(b) Otrerdominance if ia > iA 
(c) Ho dominsace if Aa (aa -*> AA) 
(d) Positive partial dominance if ^ (aa **- AA) < Aa < AA 
(e) negative partial dominance if aa < Aa < ^ (aa + AA) 
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When sereral loci affecting the samo diaracter are on the saae 
chromosome these loci are said to he linked. The double hetero-
Bjrgote, Aa iHb, is said to he in the coupling phase if A and 3 are 
on one chronosorae and a and b are on the other. It is said to he 
in the repulsion phase if A and h are on one chromosome and a and 
3 axe on the other. In general, for any number of loci affecting 
a given character the possible combinations of genes vill not be 
passed on to the offspring with equal frequency and the ineqEuality 
of the frequencies in the case of two loci is measured hy the 
recombination value. 
5he observed value of a given character of an individual is 
called the pheno^rpic value of that character for that individual. 
In the simple situations we can visualize the phenotypic value as 
being made up of two parts, the genotypic value and the envircau. 
mental value, fhe genotypic value is the average of the phenotypic 
value over a large mimber of repetitions in a specified population 
of ^virozments. fhe environmental portion is assumed to be 
additive with the genotypic value. 
fhat part of the genotypic value contributed hy a. given locus 
is called the locus effect. One portion of the locus effect is the 
basic gene effect which is defined to be 
^ (AA - aa). 
!rhe other portion of the locus effect is the dominance effect which 
is defined to be 
Jk. 
If several loci affect the same diaracter but the genotypic value 
of these loci in eom'binatio& is mt equal to the siaa of the hasic 
gezie effects plus the dominance effects, there is said to he an 
interaction between loci called epistasie. Zf it is assumed that 
there is no episte^is then the genotypic value is made up of a set 
of loci effecte only. 
The roles of these three loci contriTjutions, namely basic gene 
effect* dominance effect axid epiatatic effect in quantitative in. 
heritance has been a subject of controversy for several years. 
IThe methods by which these matters are investigated depend 
upon the observation of various types of crosses of genetic material, 
fhe simple types are as follows. When a plant is fertilized with 
pollen fTcm the same plant (that is the plant in monoecious), the 
process is called self fertilization. When two parents with homo-
sygoos loci for the character being considered are crossed, the 
whole group of progenies is called an population. If 
individuals from the same parents are crossed, the grotQ> of progenies 
is called an fg population. If 7^ individuals from the same 7^*8 
are self fertilized the group of progenies is called an 7^ popula. 
tion. Similarly for any number of generations, m, of self 
fertilisation if individuals from the same 
fertilised the group of progenies is called an 7 population. 
!Phe baeis of the analysis of inheritance of quantitative 
characters ie the postulation of a model which states that the 
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pheaotypic eaqsressioa of an indirldaal (or population) is equal to 
a genetic effect vhich is a function of the genetic structure of 
the individual plus an enviroxmental contribution which is inde~ 
pendent of the genetic effect. A gene model is then a function of 
the genetic stmcture. For exaraple, two gene models are the 
following: 
(a) AA = a, Aa « d and aa ® 
where: 
a = basic gene effect 
d ® dominance effect. 
(b) AAbb « a(l^), Aabb « |(l-e) (l+h), aabb = 0 
where: 
a B basic gene effect 
h « dominaace effect 
e « epistatic effect. 
These gene sodels which have been used will be described in the next 
section. 
fhe aim of the present thesis is to ermine a general model 
which includes all possible interaction contributions, in counec. 
tion with self fertilization, crossing of two parents, three parents 
and four parents. In this wagr it will be possible to exanine the 
wagr in if&idi epistatic effects enter into the means of Tarious 
populations. It will then be possible to examine what are known as 
scaliog tests, which are tests for the existence of epistasist and 
determine the exact role of epistatic effects in these tests. It 
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vill also "be possible, with some farther assumptions about the 
of interactions inrolred* to estimate the epistatic contribution to 
certain genotypic values and means of genotypic values for popula­
tions. 
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II, BMim Of USmASUEB 
The following gene model of a single gene pair, that is a 
single locast showing dominance was devised by fisher (7) in I9I8 
and later, in 1932, with different symbols was used "by Fisher, 
lesmer and (Tedin (8): 
aa Aa AA 
i b^d I 
U a— a 5»l 
-a 0 a 
where: d r^resents the dominance relations. 
If ^ < d < a, there is incomplete or partial dominance. 
If d = a , there is complete dominance. 
If d > a , there is overdominance or superdominance. 
fhis model is one of the first gene models used to estimate 
genetic parameters. It has the rety desirable proper^ of symmetry, 
in which aa is the negative of AA and the mean of the two parents, 
assuming ea and AA are the two parents, is zero. The model is 
simple becscase it deals with only one locus and has only the locus 
effect iiPTolTed. Fisher, et al, state that if heritable rariance 
observable among any group of organisms is the scoa of the variance 
due to the individual loci, the model is easily extended so that 
any nnmber of loci may be considered affecting the character being 
studied. 
.g. 
Since the model is extremely simple and quantitative inheritance 
is so complex, it is not sxirpriaing that seme restrictive assumptions 
must he made to use the model. Fisher, et al, (8) assumed that 
epistasie, the interaction ampng loci, was negligible. Wisher (7) 
stated that a deviation from additive effects similar to dominance 
may occor "between loci. This he called epistacy. The term ^istasis 
was originally used hy Sateson (2) to describe the effects of genes 
whidi covered up the effects of other genes. Jisher (7) represented 
f'V) 
the epistatic deviations for a dihybrid in the i, J geno^^e as 
Sy, \diere (i ® 1,2 or 3) aai (3 ® 1»2 or 3)t used the term dual 
epistacy for the interaction which exists between two loci. The 
asstzsiption that the effect of the interaction of loci is negligible 
simplifies the model considerably, but it ma;^ affect the results in 
maijy genetical investigations* 
Hasmuseon (I6) explained the interaction of loci by the 
hypothesis that Hhe effect of each factor on the genoi^e is 
dependent upon all the other factors present, the visible effect 
of a certain factor being smaller the greater the number of factors 
acting in the ssoae direction. ** The term "factor" here is equiva~ 
lent to the term "locus". 
East (6) stated that it was not necessary to acc^t Basmusson's 
hypothesis exactly as presented. He suggested a model that involves 
more than two alleles at the same locus, e.g. A^, 
East presented the followizig relationships only: 
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aa « 0 
A^& « + 0 
AyA^ » ^ + Aj - Y 
^ ^ - 6 
where a > p > 7 > 6. East stated that a is virtualljr equivalent to 
A^, He stated that the physiological efficienpy of ®sy 
supposed to he greater thaa He made no statement eoneerniog 
the representation of A^^^t other com'bijaiations 
of Ag, A^, and a. 
Powers (l^) obtained results from studying inheritance of hahit 
of growth that supported Haaaausson's hypothesis* In a later study 
of the interaction of the factors affecting wei^t of seed per 
plant, nomlJer of spikes per plant, hei^t of plant and length of 
awa, Powers (15) found the reverse of that expected from Easnmsson's 
hypothesis, that is the effect of certain factors was not smaller 
the greater the numher acting in a certain direction. Powers made 
the farther statement that the nature of the interaction of genes 
affecting the qnaantitative characters was sufficiently variable to 
render any hypothesis of doubtful value as a means of prediction. 
Mather (13)* ia chapter three, discusses scales of measurement 
of data. ?oP a scale to be adequate for analytical purposes it 
must satisfy the following two criteria: 
«10-. 
(a) The genio effects must on the average he additive, and 
(b) fhe contrihation due to nonheritable agents arust he 
iMependent of the geno^srpo* 
Mather states that nonaddltiveness due to geixic interaction ha 
allowed V inoludloig a special tem in the analysis; hat the large 
variation of possible interactions prevents an easy interpretation 
of the term and its use for predicting purposes is not clesr. 
fhree quantities used to test the first criterion of the adequacy 
of the scale are the following: 
A i 1 
^1-
2 « ^2 - Pg -
and C « M-f 2 - . 
-^1 
where P^, Pg* ^2 of parental, and ffg populations. 
The variances of these quantities* denoted ly 7, are 
 ^ + T_ + Ty^ . 
* % * \-
To - iSTy^  + *\*\ 
where Vs* , , T~ and Ts are the variances on the respective 
^1 ^2 ^1 ^2 
populations. These tests are of lio value if there is differential 
viability or fertility in the segregating generations. For the 
first criterion of an adeq[aate scale to he met A, 3 and 0 imxst each 
be equal to zero within the limits of sampling error. The second 
-11-. 
criterion is usually tested by a test of homoeeneity of variaacos 
within the true "breeding parents and their in the experiment. 
Griffing (9) considered the following gene model using one 
looas only 
aa ^ ¥ aa 
I M I 
U d >"-5 d >> 
0 d 2d 
The dominance deviation is hd, so that h may he designated as 
follows! 
h = 0, no dominance 
-1 < h < 0, partial negative dominance 
0 < h < 1, partial positive dominance 
h = -1, complete negative dominance 
h = 1, complete positive dominance 
h > 1 or h < -1, overdomin^ce 
He used a model in which both epistasis and dominance are present. 
He obtained the following expressions for the genotypic values (we 
have denoted the genotypic value by the genotype): 
aabb = 0 
Aabb or aaBb = ^(l-e) (l-Hi) 
AAbb or aaEB = a(l-e) 
AaBb " S(2_e+2h+^®) 
Alfflb or ialB = ^(3-e+t+^) 
AABB = 2a 
where the epistatic parameter, e_» may take on positive or negative 
-12. 
values. Griffins used a negative sign "before e lAen there was a 
homosc7gous recessive locus present in the genotype. 
^e 1>asic gene effect of M or BB is r^resented a, h is 
the dominance effect at hoth loci and e is the epistatic effect. 
Griffing'a model was constructed "by settii^ 
aOib « 0 
MSB » 2a, 
and "buildios up the intermediate genotypes of the dihybrid tjy 
following certain 3rulea for using h and £. The h in the one locas 
model is the saae as the h in the two loci model and ^ in the one 
locas model is equivsHent to a in the two loci model. 
7he assumptions used "by Oriffiiag are: 
(a) The hasic gene effects of all genes iavolved are equal. 
(b) The dominance effect at eadi locua is constant. 
(c) %istasi8 is considered as the interaction between loci, 
which is analogous to dominance considered as interaction 
between alleles at the same locus. 
Six genotypes can be measured wife Qriffiaag's models however, 
each of three of these genot^es is actually a mixture of two fonda. 
mental genotypes. For example, the second genotype given above can 
be Aabb, aaiSb or a mixture of the two. This model therefore does 
not give a complete specification and includes an assumption 
vhidi is somewhat of the nature of symmetry. !rhe need for or the 
desirability of making certain aymaetry assumptions may be 
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qaestioned. GTifflng'a two loci model Is, however, am approach to 
the proMao of determiniog how importaat epistasis its la quantits-
tire inheritance. 














aj[a|a^  ®'n^ n ^ ^ (l+lt^) ® (l+^g) • • • 
...(l+k^)» 
ifch. In the additive scheme, doninance at the i locus is shown tiy 
where fx^ « " deviation of a^^a^^ fran true inter-, 
nediat^. 
In order to use their models on means, Charles and ^ith 
assumed 
(a) There were no linkages present 
(b) 'Sot those genes which are not common to the two parents, 
the representations of the parents are 
-iH-
(i) the average size of the small parent strain « 
Vn * 0^ " 
(11) the average size of the large parent strain » 
i ip + 2 aj 
\dxeT» («) Is the a^lJol for "is an estimate of. 
fhe average size of the progeny » 
from the results of the two parents aixd described ahov® Caxarlee 
and Smith (3) found that 
and they showed that the average sise of the 
Since the tvo observable values estimate the sante unknown, the 
estimates should be equal within the limits of saiapliag error if 
the genes have aritbaetie effects* that is 
Similarly 
2^0 •*" ' -^0 2 I ®i " 2 I ^ i 
and the average size of the backcross to the small parent strain^ 
^ r  " ^ } • * • | ^ ° ' i - | ^ ® i •  
'r ° 1^ 0 + • 
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Also, the hackcross to the large parent strain 
• 1^0" * ^l' • 
VQien tomato data were UBed» the restxlts using the Bniltipllcatlre 
model were superior to those using the additiye model. One esiplazm-
tion may be that a mult iplioat ire model vill account for some of the 
interaction of loci vhereas the additive model has no parameter for 
epistasis* 
Comstock and Rohinson {^) estimated the average degree of 
dominance for a diaracter which is Influenced n loci under the 
following assumptions: 
(a) ^here was no epistasie present. 
(b) Either there were no linkages among the n loci, or if 
-&ere were linkages, the distribution of the genol^rpes 
with respect to linked loci was at egjailibriuBi. 
(c) Sfhe gene frequency of the dominant allele was constant 
for all n pairs of genes. 
miheir model was similar to Fisher's, et al (S) except that the 
freq[aen(^ of the domixiant allele was considered. 
(Chey considered the following populations: 
(a) Bandon mating in which each female is mated to any one of 
the males in the population. 
(b) Bandom mating in which each female majr be mated to a group 
of sales in the population, e.g. multiflowered plants. 
J^om each of these populations the authors obtained the variance dae 
to additive genetic effects and the variance due to dominance effects 
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"by using certain variance cmponentB of males and of females. 
then let the gene frequencisr 'be .5 olitained an estimate of the 
average degree of dominance, ^hey tested the average degree of 
dominance using an E^prozimate 7 test in «^ich certain mean 
squares were added together to estimate the expected value of the 
mean square desired* The three types of dominance for vhie^ th^ 
tested were overdominanoe, partial dominance, and cmplete doninance* 
^ey stated that, if epistasis is present, there is an upvard hias 
to the estimate of the average degree of dominance, because epista. 
tic variance vill be present in the aean sqtuares that estimate the 
variance due to feraales in population (a) above, and the variance 
due to the interaction of males and females in population (b). 
fhe7 further asserted that if assizmption (b) is not satisfied, 
there is no bias is the estimate of the average degree of dominance 
if the linkages are in the eox^ling phase. If the linkages are in 
the repulsion phase, overdominance magr seem to be present vhen, in 
fact, there is only partial dominance in all the linked genes. 
Thej maintained that linkage in the repulsion phase magr be detected 
iQr overdominance in early generations of a cross of two genetically 
divergent materials, but that the estimate of the average degree of 
dominance is smaller in later generations. However, there msy be 
linkage effects in the repulsion phases whi6h persist in later 
generations, causing the average degree of djominance to s^ear hi^ 
when in fact it is low. 
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III. THE fACTORIAL MODiBL 
A. General Emarks on Models 
A fev of the desirable feattures of a gene model are: 
(a) MditirlV of tlie psraaeters, inclndiiie eplstatle para­
meters, for ease of handliog. 
(b) Parameters vhioh hac?e genetical meaning* 
(c) ^plicability to a genotyple T^ne for aay nm'ber of looi. 
(d) ^pmrnetry with respect to the expressions for the hfflB087g0tt8 
loci hecsase the concepts of eoisplete dcoilaaace and 
recessiTeness at indlTidoal looi are usefal only if the 
genot^rpes corresponding to these looi can he identified 
and exemined and heeanse sudi sjnametry will undoubtedly 
lead to simplification In oalcmlations without loss of 
generality. 
(e) Maptahility of the model with respect to Increasing 
assomptionsf in the sense that increased assumptions 
result in the dropping of some terms of the model. 
Ax exmple of a model which displays the difficulty which may 
exist i&en we try to extend a partioolar model to any number of loci, 
esy n, and include epistatic parameters follows. She model coa« 
structed V^iffing (9) for two loci gives a basis for a generalised 
OiOdel for a loci. Qriffing built up the espressions for the lnt«r. 
mediate genotn>^B between the genotypes aabh and AKBB to ^ich he 
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gore ralues 0 and 2a respeetlrely. Griff lag's tedmlqjae of &«ttlfig 
a value of 2a on A£BB assaaed that there was no eplstasis for that 
genot^e. As a oonsequenoe of this asstunptlon It is difficult to 
define interaction of loci in hie model. We can show where e» hie 
epistatic parameter, enters In the expression of the individual 
genolQPpio value Init that is all. Zn our model for the tvo loci ease 
we allow for epistasis in AiUSB and ve are ahle to define interaction 
©f loci more clearly, 
Zn the following list of genotypic values we will denote the 
genotypic values hy the genotypes: 
aabt) « (0) (0) (1 + ^e) + (0) (O) (l + ^^e) 
(1 + hj_) (1 + 2«i) + (0) <0) (1 + 2ei> 
AAbh « C5^ (2) (1 +26^) + (0) (0) (1 + 26^) 
aaBh » (0) (0) (l + ^eg) +0^(1+ h^) (1 + 
JaiSb = (1 + hj^ ) (1 + ej^ g) + (l + hg) (1 + e^ g^) 
AABb « 0^ (2) (1 + ej^g) + ttg (l + hg) (l + e^^) 
aaBB » (0) (0) (1 + j^eg) + <Xg (2) (1 + ^eg) 
AaBB « (1 + h^^) (l + e^g) + (2) (1 + 
Am » (2) (1 «i2^ + Og (2) (1 + •la) 
iidiere the epistatic parmeters enter and vary as follows: 
" i^lstatic parameter when hoth loci are homozygoas 
recessive 
^eg a epistatic parameter when locus 1 is hamosygous 
recessive and locus 2 has at least one dominant 
allele 
-19. 
» epistatic parameter vhea locus 2 is homozygotia 
recessive and locus 1 has at least one dominant 
allele 
*12 " ®pistatic parameter when hoth loci have at least 
one dominant allele. 
The hasis for this model is the introduction of epistasis or inter, 
action as In the following way: 
where Xq. z^, 7q, levels of 2 factors and e is a proportional 
deviation of the yield of fifcra what would "be eacpected from 
Vo* Vr Vo with additivity* For every genotypic value i if 
there is interaction of loci the product of the sm of the looas 
parameters and the epistatie parameter aakes up the increment which 
is added to the eusi of the loci effects. 
In 6riffing*s two loci model there were only three parameterst 
one for hasio gene effect, one for dominance effect and one for 
epistatie effect. If we let 
o ^ - o g - f  .  
hj, « hg » h , 
12® " 1®2 " 2®1 • 
aad ® » 
.20. 
we compare the two models* igain ve will dexiote the geaotyplo 
values IJiy the genotypes in the following: 
Gepotyptc Value Sew Model Grlfflog'B Model 
0 0 
or BsSb |(l-«i) (l.e) Id-Hi) (l.e) 
AMib or aaSB a(l.e) a(l.e) 
AaSb a(l4ix) (l+e) |(a.e+2h+eh®) 
JUmb or AaBB |(3-«i) <l+e) |(3.e+h+^) 
AABB aa(l4e) 2a 
The same three pairs of genotypio values have equsa expressions in 
both models. OThe first three expressions in the tahle are idmitieal 
littt the last three are different due to Sriffing's definition of 
A S S B  a a  2 a .  
Betuming to the new model with no restrictions there are S 
parameters to "be estimated, a^, Og, hg, j^e, j^eg, ge^^ and e^^g 
and nine equations to estimate the parameters* It is unfortunate 
that we cannot oMain estimates of the "basic gene effects and 
epistatic effects separately foT this simple case. Sstimates of 
dominance can he obtained for this case hut modifications or 
additional asstmptions similar to those of Griffing or Charles and 
Smith (3) siust he made before the model can he utilized. 
fhis model lends itself to extension to the n looi case because 
with & loci we si^ eapeet to have a sum of a parts, l^ch part is 
(a) a product of the basic gene effect and one plus the 
dominant effect of that locus 
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(b) the product in (a) la then sniltiplied "bjr visrious spistatic 
effects to form th« interaction of loei increiaent and th.» 
products in (a) are isaintaindd in an additire state hy 
adding one to every epistatic effect as follova: 
islenotwio talm f. | a.(hh.) tt (1+.^) ttd^f.j... 
.an n loci character; " * 
trhere 
th. (a) « the "basic gene effect of the i locos. 
fb) h » r ^  when both alleles are daainant 
^ ' i (-.1 ^ en both alleles are recessive 
" the dominance effect of the i locus. 
(c) e?, " the epistatic effect of the locus with the 
Xocos. 
* ij® "jl* homozygous recessive. 
if locus jt Is hcaossygous recessive and locus ^  
has at least one dominant allele. 
ey » jSj if locus i is homossygous recessive and locus 
has at least one dominant allele. 
ef. =644 " «4* if both loci have at least one dominant ij y ji 
allele. 
(d) e^^ the epistatic effect of the locus with the 
locus vith the k locus, for all possible cases siinilar 
to those described in detail in (e) above. 
(e) the epistatic effects may be represented for all possible 
coBbinations of loci up to n loci. 
fhifl model is limited in applioaljility liecaase it is so complex. 
We have deeorilted the diffienltiee for the tvo loci case and the 
difficulty of handling the model Increases as the msibev of loci 
increases* The main difficulty appears to he that loci effects 
enter additiTe]jr uhile daninance snd epistatic effects enter multi-
plieatively. ?his results in the aforSiijnentioned difficulties of 
estimation of the parameters or of any relationships among the 
parsaaeters. It is interesting to note that there are para-
Bteters for n, the nomher of loci. Since the utility of this 
aodel is so limited ve shall develop a model ^ ich incorporates all 
the interactions of all possi'ble loci. Shis model vill he called 
the factorial model. As stated earlier, the assiMption is made in 
this model that there are only two alleles at eac±i locus. 
B. The Factorial Model 
The factorial model will Tae developed intuitively from the case 
of a dihyhrid* let uc represent the nine possible gens eoaihinatio&s 
of tvo loci vith relative freq[aeneies in the folloving manner: 
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locus ft 
aa Aa M 
or 
or\^ ®1 «2 
b-b 1 2 1 
Bb 2 k 2 
SB 
^2 1 2 1 
locus 1) 
Shes® relative fre<|ueacies are the expected relative frequencies 
arising from the selfing of the double heteroKygot® ia the abseac® 
of linkages for exsimple, the selfing of iaBb or gives AaE3 
(or in ^  of the cases. 
Genotypic values vill "be denoted also "by the syabol so 
that denotes both the genotype MBb and the genotypio value of 
AABb individuals. liQiether the genotype or genotypic value is laeant 
viU alws^ lie clear from the context. Let \s, equal the aean of th« 
genotypic values in the table, that is 
(a^+sa^+a^) (bq+a^+hg) 
m- -— 15  
where the esgpression is to "be ezpasided and the genotypic valuss 
inserted* 
Ifov let 
-ajj 4 - ji 
h g 
2^ « ' 
Bq, and can be expressed similarly. At this point it is 
Interesting to note that 
^ + 2aj^ + ^ - bq + 283^ + » 0 
2?he interaction deviation i® 
- bj 
and is therefore a deviation of from an additive model. For 
example, th® deviation for 3^1)^ is 
aQT)Q-4i-AQJBQ ^ ich equal# ^ (3aQ-2aj-^) (3bQ-21>^-"bg) 
and for it is 
which equals ^ (-8^-23^+332) (-bQ+Sb^^-lig) • 
In general the interaction deviations can he written down fozmally-
V the Holtiplication of certain sgnahols. H^ote that formally 
(bq+2b+t>2) 




\ " {s>Q+2bj^+"b2) 
^ (bq+2b3^rt>2 '^ 
s3milap37 bq « ^(aq+ssj^+ag) 
®2 " ^ (ao'*" '^*'®2^ ^-\-^l'^ ^2^* 
V^^lV 
if 
We will now denote 
|(3a^-2a^^) tjya^ . |(3v2bi-v ®0 • 
^(-aQ+aaj^-ag) "by , ^(-IjQ+abj^Jbg) l>y , 
^(••aQ-'2aj^+3^) Ijy and j^(»T)Q»2bj+3"^2) "''y ®2 • 
Then the interaction deviation for aQ^Q can he denoted ly -^q since 
this deviation is equail to 
[j(5bo-ai-v] -^(3»o-2h-2>ov^x-v 
as given previously. Ihe same formilation holds for the other 
interaction deviations so that we have 
ajlj - |i + aj + bj + ajbj 
where the BsruboX for example, means ^ (3&^Sa^-a2) eTalnated 
over all possibilities for uamentioned loci, that is over the b 
1 locus, Bq means |j;'(3bQ-2bj^-l32) evaluated over uraaentioned loci, that 
is over the a locus, and AqBq aeans ^ (3sQ-2aj-a2) 
evaluated over all cuxoaentioned loci, in this case none* 
The model for the two loci case, given here, corresponds to 
the 2® factorial model for two factors a and ssy, in which 
apsb j j i  +  i i  +  p  +  kp ,  
(See Empthome (11, p* 233))* 
In general the model is given "by the following equation: 
where: 
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(a) — « genotjiiic val'a© for a character with aaay 
wxsibev of loci 
0>) ® overall mean 
(c) Aq « ^(3aQ-2a^-ag) eralaated orer all the possible comlji-
oations for all other loci, 
(a) \ evaluated over all the possible CGmhl-. 
nations for all other loci» 
(e) Ag « jj|'(-aQ-2a^+3®2^ evaluated over all the possible combi­
nations for all other loci, 
(f) Similarly f or (J * 0, 1 or 2), « 0, 1 or 2) and BO 
on 
(g) e product of and (for all i and j), evaluated 
over all other loci 
Ch) Similarly for ^ 
evaluated over all unmentioned loci 
(i) ** product of A^B^ and Cj^ (for all i, J and k), 
evaluated over all unmentioned loci 
0) Similarly, all other combinationa are formed by products. 
In order to validate the accuratqr of the siodel we must show that the 
efciation above is an identity. That is, we must prove that 
'i'i "k— = Wj V- • • • 
know that 
(ftq+aaj^+ag) (bq+sbj^+ag) (cq+sc^^+cg) 
——4 4—i|. » 





and 30 on. 
It follovfS that 
« x + 
"b, a 5 + bj 
S 3 
"k  - '+®k •  
80 w« hare to prove 
(a + i^) (f + bj) (c + oj^) ... 
» abc ... + a^bc ... + ... + ... 
+ 153^ ... + ... + ••• •*• ••• • 
It is clear that ttie right-haiid side of this equation is the ea^aa-
sion of the left-hand side, for we a)^ first remore the facto? 
(X •*- A^) from the ri^tJb.and side, then the factor Ob 3 )^ and eo 
on to eshaast completely the ri^t-hand side. Hence it foUovs that 
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C. Blscassion of the factorial Model 
I'or the gexieral case of n loci, the factorial model is givea 
the equation, 
which was developed prerioaaly. This model has edl the desirable 
features mentioned earlier. Thus we may note 
(a) Additirity of all the parameters is oTwious "because all 
possible interactions as well as the effects of the 
individual loci, are displsgred in an additive manner. 
(b) We can show that the parameters have genetical neaning 
"by the following: 
(i) The basic gene effect of any locus r, sf^, is 
where Bg Is the effect of BE 
Bq is the effect of tv* 
(ii) The dominance effect at locus r is 
where is the effect of Br 
and Bg and B^ are denoted as in (1) above. 
Because of the relation BQ+SHj+Bg « 0, the 
doaiz^ce effect is given by 2B^. Hence complete 
lack of dominance, that is the heterozygote beiz>$ 
exactly half way between the homozygotee, is 
indicated by eqiaal to sero. Deviations in the 
dcsainance effect from the case of no dosiinaaoe 
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are indicated values for tmeq)a.al to zero. 
Partial dominance is indicated "by l^ing between 
and Eg Inxt not Qszctly half vsgr between them. 
Overdominance is indicated 
0^) 
'V •" """"r "being greater than one. tV®o' 
We have shown that the model applies for aa^ nttmher of 
loci in its development. 
The ^s^etry is best seen when we look at the original 
definitions of and A^* It has heen given for ezaaple 
that 
, ^^ 
and iig « ^ ' - }i. 
If we replace "by ag in the expression for Aq we get 
ig, and if we replace a^ lrsr &q in the e:ig)re8aion for Ag 
we get A^m Hence the factorial aiodel is sgrmiaetric. 
We can see that the model is adaptable to increasing 
assumptions with reelect to epistasis noting that when 
eajr combination of loci is asstmed not to interact we 
merely drop the corresponding interaction terms from the 
model and the model retains, without further computations. 
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its additive stractorst Exaatples given lielow explain thft 
featnre, adaptability of the modal with respect to assaa^** 
tions, in more detail. 
A few examples which shov the desirable features of the 
factorial aodel follov: 
(a) If there is no epistasis, that is no interaction, then the 
model hecomes 
• 
that is the saodel is additire in the looi effects* 
Cb) Zf all the loci have the sasie effect and interactions, we 
Da^ then vrite the model as 
where is the effect of aa 
is the effect of ia 
^2 'tiie effect of M 
at each and ererjr locae. 
(c) If there is no dominance at say the r locae then equals 
sero 30 that eqixals minus Bg and if this held for all 
loci we would hsnre 
where: 
H » sommation of hasic gene effects over loci 
for which the subscript is 2. 
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7 H = sommation of "basic gene effects ever loci 
(o) 
for vhich the sobscript is 0, 
Alternatively, let r "be the 'basic gene effect for locas 
If or 
r « 
It follows that 
where: 
r »= em of "basic gene effects for the SH loci, 
r « sua of "basic gene effects for the rr loci. 
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D. The Scope of the Body of the lIThesis 
The factorial model which has "been developed will "be applied 
to certaia. hreedisg situations. In the next section the model 
will he a^jplied to an pop-olation and to succeeding population# 
obtained repeated self-fertilization. This will result in a 
sequence of e^^ected means in terms of the parameter in the model 
and these fonsalas will 1)e £^plied to some data. 
In the succeeding section the model will he applied to two 
homozygoas popxilations, the pt^ulation derivable from these, 
the two hackcross populations, the Fg population and some other 
populations derivable from the two parental populations. In this 
section these results will be applied to the consideration of 
scaling tests given "by Mather (13), the aim of which is to deter. 
Bine if epistasis is present. 
The next section will deal with the case of three inbred 
parental populations and some of the possible populations which, 
can be obtained from these by crossing. 
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17. a?HB APPLICATIOH OP fHS FAOTORIJil. MODEL TO 
SlLff-fSETILIZ l^OH 
We consider the case in which only one heterozygous individual 
is used as a parent and is self-fertilized for soy number of genera, 
tions, m. This method of breeding is most restrictive hecaase the 
genetic material mast he plants, and many precautions must he taken 
to insure self-fertilization of the plants used. There are 
advantages in studying self-fertilized material, however, "becaase 
the regular pattern of hreeding allovs & general mathematical 
treatment of some genetical problems. The problems that will he 
dealt vith here are: 
(a) Seasons for the inhreediag depression, which is qaite 
apparent when cross fertilized genetic material is self-
fertilized; 
(b) Estimation of genetic parameters, especially epistatic 
parameters; and 
(c) Prediction of the results of certain crosses, using the 
estimates obtained In (b). 
It is of special interest to deal with quantitative inheritance 
probl^s by the most general method possible, because of the com. 
plexity of this type of inheritance and because of the unknown 
moaber of loci isEVolved. A general mathematical scheme in which n 
loci and m generations of inbreeding are considered will be used to 
«3^ -
Inrestlgate the three genetical prohlems outlined above. 
In amy one heterozygous individual there are two sets of loci, 
one set oonsisting of sdl the homozygous loci and the other set 
consisting of all the heterozygous loci, therefore the factorial 
representation of the genotypic value imst contain 
(a) fhe Bseaa effect, 
(b) The loci effects of the homozygous set, 
(e) 7he loci effects of the heterozygous set, 
(d) The interactions among loci within the homozygous set, 
(e) The interactions aaong loci within the heterozygous 
set, and 
(f) The Interactions araoog loci between the htsnozygous set 
and the heterozygous set. 
Sither of the two sets of loci nay be empty* If the heterozygous 
set is eopty, as is usually assumed for an inbred line, the facto, 
rial representation does not contain (c), (e) or (f); hence, the 
problens are trivial, because homozygotes breed true, for essmple 
the ?^*s are the saae as the parent. If the homozygous set is 
Mopty, the factorial r^reaentation does not contain (b), (d) or 
<f). 
The problem of dealisg with both a homozygous set and a hetero^ 
zygous set of loci be more clearly presented by the use of the 
followiog example: 
The genotype » aaBbCGDd. 
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fhe genotgrplc yalue " 
!rh« homozygoas set " aaCC. 
The heterozygous set * BliSd. 
The factorial representation of the genotypic ralue contains 
the following effects: 
(a) Ji 






The homosygous set» effects (l>) and (d), vill breed tras, so that 
all its effects vill remain constant tmder self-fertilisation; 
hence we can incorporate effects (a), (b) and (d) into one grot^^ 
called the K group. Thus, the problem resolves into sttidying (c), 
(e) and (f), while carrying K along in the manipulations. The 
genotypic value can be ejqpressed as 
•oVsS - |»+ig+bj^+^^+02+ij,02+bj0g+^j,bj^02+dj+igi)j^+b^i)j+ 
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Then it follows that 
Hence the genotypic value Iss broken up into a constant (K^), loci 
effects of variable loci interactions of fixed loci and 
one variable locus CKBj^+ED^) » interaction of variable loci 
and interactions of the variable loci with the fixed loci 
Using this breakdown as a basis of analysis we could writs 
where 
The parameter measures the effect due to loci effects of variable 
loci plus the effect of these loci effects interacting with fixed 
loei, and it is entirely Justifiable to include these interaction 
effects with the main effects. The parasieter laes-snres the inter, 
action of two variable loci plus ^ e interaction of the two variable 
loci with the fixed loci. 
In general suppose the fixed loci are 
variable loci are ej^fe2»*"Sg$ where the two groups of loci are 
mutually exclusive, then the model for the genotypic value is 
zj^+pj+g2+...+0g 
where: « {a + E, 
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r 
2] " the soa of alX fixed loci effects* 
y ff.f, + T + ••• ® the sum of all the posaitsle 
ib ^ ijsi^ ^ 
interactions among fixed loci, 
fi" 1 V* p«l p*! ^ 
0 
T 0 « the stxD of all variable loci effects, 
5 
T QlS * the stm of all the two factor Interactions of 
pft 
possible pairs of Tariahle loci, 
• 
• 
» the e factor interaction of all £Tariable 
loci* 
Giren the initial heteroaygote, ve shall obtain e::q>reBsion8 for 
the Fg, 7^ and so on^ in terms of the factorial model. To do this 
it is necessary to detentine the frequency array of genotypes in sagr 
the m generation and then combine these genot^ic freqaencies with 
the genotypic values given iQr the model. We ^all shov hov the 
th genotypic array in the a generation can be obtained in a siii^le 
maaner for an arbitrary initial array of genotypes. This is not 
essential idiien the initial arrsgr consists sinply of the complete 
-3a-. 
heteroz^gote but it is preferable to oTitain the general form for 
use in more complex probl^as* 
We have to find the relation 
® r o , n  
vhere: p. " the initial frequency array of genotypes arranged 
in a coloiBn matrix, 
G6n,n) « the operation ligr which ve get from p-. to 
P- « ®id 
p » laie frequeney array of ttie e®i«>type9 in the m 
zuffi 
generation in a coloan matrix. 
It Is knovn that 
^l,a " Po,n * ®a?0,a 
q £l 
tdiere G(l,n) * is a 3 *3 matrix, then 
g o& fzl) ® ^ • 
!Che matrix & is kaovn as the generation matrix. We therefore have fi 
to find and it is first necessary to specif^ the order in vhida 
the freqpiencies of the genotypes are arranged in the 3^x1 column 
matrix, ^e order which will he followed is the lexicogrs^hical 
order exemplified 
000, 001, 002, 010, Oil, 012, 020, 021, 022 and so on. 
Denote the ordered set of genotypes for the (r-1) loci "by a. 




md a2 • 
Stjppose that the generation matrix for (r«l) loci is and 
consider the selfing of the ahore three classes. Because the loci 
are s^egating independentI7, the segregation of ao^p- class, s^ 
tti, ie the prodact of the segregations of the claas a and the 
th genot;^ i,. The class aO does not segregate at the r locus. 
If Pq denotes the coltcan array of genol^io freq]aenoies and (aO) 
denotes the coltmn of genotypes« the initial genotjfpic arr^ is 
p^CaO)where (aO)' denotes the row of geno^pes or the transpose 
of (aO). Th6 genotypic asrragr resulting from selfing ie 
®r.l • 
The class aO does not gire rise to axgr inditridaals in al or a2 . 
it 1 tk 
The class al gives O's, ^  I's and ^  S's at the * locus. If 
qiQ denotes the ooltstm array of the genotypic frequencies and (al) 
the eoltom arragr of genotTpes, the initial genot^npic array is 
^(al)». On selfing, this array gives 
®r-l «0<«"' 
for the first (r-1) loci. Hence, in all, the class al gives 
I ®r-l '• I ®r-l f ^r.l . As in class 
iiii 
aO, class a2 does not segregate at the r locus. If denotes 
the oolom array of genotypic frequencies and (a2) denotes the 
coloian of genotypes, the initial genotypic array is t^CaS)* • 
fhe genotypic array resulting from selfing is 
Jk)-
The class a2 does not give rise to az^r indiyldtials in aO or al . 
Hence the genotypic axra^ after one generation of selfing is, 
s®y» P3^(aO)' + ndiere pj^(aO*) + ^^^(al)' + tj^(a2)' 
• ®PJ. ' • I "^ <='0' ' * I ®r.l 'ot"" ' 
^is is an identity in the (ai) \ i « 0,1,2, hence 
^1 
% IB 
®p.l l®r.l ° Po 
° 1 ®r.l ®p.l 
*0 • 
It follows that the generation matrix for r loci is defined "by 
®r-l T®p-i 0 
11 0 l®r.l 0 
0 ®r-l 
Since r msy mn from 2 to n, we iciaT' express the generation 
matrix of the n loci case as 
1 
''n-l it '^ iu.l 
® l®n-l 
" V ®ii-l ®n.l 
We can summarize our result Iqt stating that the coltosn matrix of 
genotypic frequencies in generation m for n loci, p^ is girexi 
ijy 
ji-1-
^ ^ 0,a ' 
The process of forming powers of matrices directly is tediont 
and it is not possi'ble to write down a general formula* fhe vsiy 
out of the diffiooltT" is to derelop in tenas of matrices of its 
characteristic roots aiid characteristic Tectors, 
We know that 
st « y a. 
r r r r 
uteres 
Then 
7^ " the matrix of characteristic coltnnn sectors of (L 7 T 
» the aatrix of characteristic roots of which is 
diagonal. 
g t r"^ • y a- r*^ 
r r r r r 
Wxea. T « a.1, we haare » 'n-.l"'^ii-l'^l ^ substitute 
this for in the matrix, 0^^, we may write 
b»1 iwl zl^l ? ilii»l qfl !wl .r^. a 
th Wis shall now find the la power of the generation matrix when 
n loci are inrolved. The generation matrix for selfing with one 
loccis is 
•j^2-




Following the algebraic procedtires given ty Bartlett (l), page IS, 
we mEgr writ® the matrix of characteristic coltcnn vectors as 
1 
T, 
1 1 1  
-2 0 0 
1 1 - 1  
, with = 
« -2 w 
1 1 1  
i ? ? 
1 I 0 

















^2 ~ ^+r 
i-
(1 . «i—) 
^2 2^1' 
We f ovind 
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q> m 
r i ®r-l 

















, SO that 
b X 
TJsing the known relationship 








and th® matrix A^,, ve find that is given 
T_ 
r T»1 r-l 'r-l 
-sr. 
r-l 
'r-l ^-1 -^.1 
Since Qjr^ " V,. 




(^7, « t^a® « 
T T V T 
a® 
!3'r-l r-l 
-jl- T A® 
r-1 r-1 
jl. t a® 
^ r.I r.l 




a 7 ,a , 
r-1 r-1 -7_ ,a 
a 
p-1 r-1 
.th Mter some algel>raie aanipalations ve obtaia CT, the a pover of 
the generation matrix when n loci are inTolved, as 
(f a®-v"^ « 
n n n 
y a® 
Vl n-l^n-l 
~ 7 a® t*^ 
^ n-1 n-1 n-1 
<5- -=t>t. .r' 
*2 ~ ^ B+1 n-1 n-1 n-1 
We therefore hare a recursion relationship on SPhas 
7 A® T"-*" 
zwl n-1 a-1 
ci <1 -
i e c  ,  
n-1 
with egoal to unity* Hence we can write down the matrix >y 
w a 
which we find the genotypic array resulting from a generations of 
selfing of an arhitrary genotypic array. 
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We are concerned here onljr vith the case when the initial 
genotypic array consists of the caapletely heterozygous individual. 
Either ty the use of eCbore or directly it can "be seen that the 
til frequency of a genotype in the m generation depends only on the 
nmlser of heterossygous loci. In fact the frequency of any geno­
type with heterozygous loci is 
x 
sp 
The next problem is to eomhine the fret^ncies of the possihls 
genotypes with the coefficients of these parameters of the model in 
sudi a way that we olstain the coefficients of the loci effects and 
interactions for the nean genotypic value of the population. An 
example will illustrate the prohlen and method of attack. Consider 
the case of two loci. The genotypic values he espressed as 
+ aq + bq + 
« h + aq + 
« j. 4. + bq + ijbq 
a^t>2 • si + aj, + bg + ijbg 
«2^0 ^0 
«2\ + + 
and a^2 ® + -Ag + Bg + jySg 
A&ong thd nine genotypes there are the folloiriQg three classes! 
(a) Ho heterozygous locaa, QqIJq + 8^1)2 + 82^ ®2^2 ' 
(b) One heteroaygous locus, a^b^^ + a^^b^ + ag'bj^ + a^Tj^ and 
(c) !Pwo heterosygoas loci, . 
®hia is a classification of genotypes according to the presence or 
absence of heterozygous loci. !I!he general es^ression for the 
freqjaencgr of ajsy genotype with n loci, i of which are heterozygous, 
in a population arising "by selfing the completely heterozygous 
individual for zi generations, is 
- i' y 
The genotypic frequencies and the total of the genotypic ralnes 
for the three classes of genoi^es are 
35aail>er of Genotype fotal of genotypic 
Class 0^) Genotypes frequency (fj^) ralues per class 
M it 
(b) u ihua^b^ 
(0 1 [c^" 
We note that the total frequenqr 
l^f^ + ufg + » 1. 
The espressions for (yj^) have heen sinqjlified the use of the 
identities 
-mj-
« bq+sbj^+bg « d^bq+2ajbj^+^bg « aqbj+2ajb^+.agbj * 0, 
aiid 
2 2 3 
i z jfy'jj " x v) 
,«rO J«0 h«l i«ro ^
Xt follovs that 
h«l 'A" "  
. 1 v®1 vl 
vhere v© could call fi » "'S.'®! " ^  "^^1 * %• 
In exactly the same vsy we find that if we self-fertilize a 
dlhyhrid which contains one heterozygous locus for a generations 
we obtain 
'  ^ (i 
h«l 
where ^ plas the locus effect of the htMnozygous locus 
« the locus effect of the varialjle locus plus the inter­
action of the rariable locus and the fixed locus* 
If we 6 elf-fertilize an indiTidual homozygous at hoth its loci, 
there is no segregation so ve obtain 
h«l • h 
vaere kj^«ii + aq + bq + a^bq . 
If we self-fertilize a dihybrid for one generation, that is 
a « 1, 
t ° h. 
h«i ^ ^ -1 
no matter toother the parental ganotjrpe has none, one or two 
heterozygous loci, This indicates that the genotypic value 
the aean of the genomic values after one generation of self-
fertilization, provides an estimate of the fixed effects. If we 
self-fertilize a dihyhrid indefinitely, that is let m tend to 
infinity, 
Mhere and defined for the specific cases as before. 
We will next derive l^e coefficients of the loci effects and 
interactions for the mean genotypic valtus of the population «riiiioh 
eones from a completely heterozygous a loci genotype idii^ is 
self-fertilized for m generations. Slynaaetry as regards the looi 
in any population makes the approach which follows possihle. 
For ezsoi^le, in considering the p-factor interactions we need only 
consider the p-factor interactions arising frtsn one set of ^  loci* 
JUl the other 2-factor interactions will have the saoe coefficient 
1»eeause of this eynmetry. 
First we i^all obtain the coefficient of the loci effects. 
We ^all talEe the case in whi<^ the first ^  loci are heterozygous 
and tbe ot^er (n-d) loci are homozygous. There are 2®^ different 
genotypes which have the first ^  loci heterozygous and the other 
(n-j) loci homozygous. Hence there will he 2°*^ looi effects 
"t^ich come from the heterozygous loci, for example hat only 
-^ 9 
^-3 
loci effects iiftiidi come from the horaozygous loci, for example 
aud Lgi The reason there are only half as maxff- loci effects from 
the homozygous loci as from the heterozygous loci is that either 
Iq or Lg caa occur in one genotype Init not both and ea<^ occazrs 
with e(j:aal frequency, fhe am of the loci effects for this ordered 
arrangement is 
+ ^-^(i^+lg+...+hq+h2) • 
2?^ * '"^1^ "• ^ « 
vhere . 
There are possible vays in vhi(& ^  of the n loci may be heteroo 
zygous and as a result the expression for the loci effects is 
yn^l\ because any one contribution, say occurs for genotypes. 
Howerer, 
** Aj+Bj^+-,,.+H^, by definition, 
so the expression above reduces to 
2**^ (% - 1) (J) »! . for 0 < 4 < n . 
which may be written ®j ^ • 
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W® fo"and that after m generations of selfing a completely 
heteroaygous individual with n loci, the frequency of ai^ genotype 
with ^  heterojsygous loci is 
Hence amltiplying this frequencgr by the coefficient of and 
guinmine over ^  from zero to n, we obtain 
Hence the coefficient of the loci effects for any aaaber of loci 
using the factorial model is 
We note that this coefficient is the same as that obtained for the 
dihybrtd loci effectSt does not depend upon the nmaber of 
loci in the genotype. 
The contribution of the p-factor interactions to any F_ mean, bl 
is ecjual to 
However, 
- 3.) I C -all p-factor Interactions symbols of 
'type . .1?^. 
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This can l)e shoim generally in the tollcnrtae vajr. In view of the 
s^&metrjr vith respect to loci, ve need only consider the p-factor 
interactions arising frcxn one set of the p loci. Ife consider the 
interactions arising frosa the first p loci for which the letters 
th 
are aa^ a,%,C|^e total genotjpic array in the m genera. 
tion is 
|(l-.(l)aa + qAa + |(1^M |(l-q)T>T) + ^  + |(l-q)BB 
1 1 
^(l-q)pp +• ^ p + ^(l».Q[)PP and so on, 
where 4| is equal to 
She total frequency orer all phases for loci other than the 
a,'b,o»...,p loci is unity, fo eraitiate the aeaa genotypic ralue 
we expand the al)OTe product and then insert the genotypic value as 
giTea "by the model for each genome, Ve consider only the p-
factor interaction contributions from loci a,'b,c,...,p. fhe mean 
oontrilKition is obtained by e3^)aading 
|(1-4)aq+ (ia3^ + |(l-<l)ag ||<l.q)bq + + |(1-«i>b2 
... IMPq + ^ 3^ + |(l-<i)Pj 
from the method of construction of the model if X, 7, Z 
sxtd so on are symbols such as Cg and so on. We know that 
AjjXsz... + aij^xrz... + « o . 
i^snce jlixz. • • " »» . 
Ve may therefore substitute for in tli® first factor by 
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meaas of this es^ression. likewise in the other factors to got 
TT 
first p loci m 
• <0 




first p loci 
TT 
first p loci 
where <i is the frequency of a hsterosygoas allele after 
- • 
Sulietltuting ^  for g. In the last expression aliore we o1}tain 
We now som over all possible £ loci and let 
I ViV-f; 
all sets 1 • 
of p loci 
We find that the p>factor interaction contrilmtion Is 
(• 
•^1 - % • 
This proof also holds for the interaction of the fixed loci with 
any p»factor interaction of the variable loci* 
It follows that the mean genotypic valae of the poprxlation 
arising from selfing a completely heterosygous indiridual for a 
generations can he scmmarized as: 
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sl - k, + f - 1)^6 
^ere F « the nean genotypic value of the population obtained 1& 
after m generations of self-fertilization of any given 
genotype, 
• |i, the overall mean, plus the loci effects of the fixed 
loci, and 
gp « the p-factor interaction of the variable loci plus th® 
interaction of the p-factor interactions with the 
fixed loci. 
^nce 
— ^ — 
^0 ^ 'o original heterozygous 
parent, 
The algebraic value of the coefficient of the loci effects of 
the variable loci and the interaction of each variable locus with 
the fixed loci decreases as the number of generations of self-
fertilisation Increases. 7he coefficient of the tvo»faotor inter^ 
actions of the vaxiahle loci and the interaction of every possible 
coitt"bination of two of the variable loci with the fixed loci (gg) 
decreases to the increases slowly as the muaher of genera, 
tions of self-fertilisation increases frcan fg. The coefficient of 
acts as the coefficient of however, the algebraic value of 
the coefficient of is Biach waller than the coefficient of 
"beyond the 
fhe corresponds to the mean of the usual Jg population, 
Fisher, Immer and Tedin ( 8 )  found the variance of the to he 
If^' will obtain a corresponding formula for the factorial 
model. lAien there is no differential fertilisation or viability, 
the Jg for a segregating locus, a, will "be 
1 1 1  jp AA ! ia ; Ij- aa, 
and we may set up the following: 
Trequeacy Genoferpe 
Factorial representation of 
the genotypic value 
Deviation 
f m e a n  
1 
IT aa v.* ^  AD 
1 
I Aa, h 
1 
¥ AA 
It follow# that the variance of the 7g i« 
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This corresponds to the expression oTjtained V Fisher, et al. (g)t 
Wisher's d and h are given 
2d « Ag -
or h » 2^ « -(i^+ig) . 
The quantity 
+ 4} 
is equal to 
i {uo-j>2)' + 2^ + 2^0^) 
" f fvV-
I (2d® + h®) . 
yor a loci the procedure for finding the variance of the Jg is 
the same. Vhe mean of the Fg is alvegrs and the variance is 
obtained "by squaring each deviation of the genomic value from 
laultiplying "by the frequency and sosming. Jfhen n is greater theci 
one, interaction terms will enter, Inxt the cross products of all 
the loci effects and all the interactions sum to zero hecaase 
+ aaj^.xrz... + ig-xiz... » 
(iq+2a^+a2)(xyz...) » 0 
where the dot (.) denotes siultipli cation, for example, of the mimher 
AQ liy the ntiaiber X7IS.. * . It follovs that we have 
y  " ^ 1  +  ^ 2 ^  • • •  
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wiiere = Tarianc© due to loci effecte which ia the staa of 
esgsressions like the one obtained in the one locae 
Tg » variance due to interactions of two loci, whidx is 
the wei^ted susi of squares of tems like 
Y „ variance due to interactions of these loci which is 
3 
the wei^ted stm of squares of terms like 
and 80 on. 
We will not discuss variances in the advanced generations 
he^ond jPg hecause the object of this thesis is more towards exanis£u 
tion of scalixig tests rather than towards estimation of degrees of 
dominance. Difficulties arise in the case of generations he^rond 
the Fg because loci effects and interactions enter imltiplicativel7. 
For ezssnple, the variance for the case of two loci is 
-k-wvw®0-wvw • 
|r< W ^  W ^  • z^^ "> * 
To examine escplanations for inbreeding depression, we shall 
st^pose that interactions involving three loci or more are trivial* 
This corresponds to fisher's (7) statement 
...it is very improbable that any statistical 
effect, of a nature other than that which we 
are considering is actually produced by more 
complex somatic connections, 
prior to whidi he had explained dual epistacy. Then we have 
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and 90 on. 
fhere is no particolar reason for to be negative or posi-
tive. If is negative and we assume the interactions are negli-
gihlo, we shotild get no inhreeding depression. In fact we would 
e^^ect a sli^t Increase rather than a decrease in the mean geno> 
typic value with inbreeding. If pg negative and large enoTi^ 
to influence the genotypic value, the inbreeding depression could 
be ezplained bgr epistasis. Hence an explanation of inbreeding 
d^ression sRUit, It s^pears, give attention to epistasis as well 
as to loci effects. 
It diiould perhaps be restated that the development given here 
is based on the complete absence of selection, including of course 
the absence of lethals, and on equal viability of all genotypes. 
The extent to whidi these contribute to inbreeding depression 
cannot be ascertained frem the type of data we are considering. 
If the assus^tion is made that and higher.factor inter­
actions are negligible the parss&eters aad can be 
estimated frosi the first three generations. 
fhe first three equations will be 
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2^ " % " I f " 
It follows that estimates are 
If, ia the particular hreeding material Tseing investigated, 
and higher interactions are negligi'ble, the model viU adequately 
represent the various genotgrpic means, and prediction of for 
i > 2, is po8sil>le. 
We vill illustrate these procedorea using data presented 
Sham1)anonda (l2)* 7he ncmher of o'bservations and the means for 
the various characters for four generationa are given in Table 1. 
!Dhe mean squares for all generations are given in Ehamljanonda's 
thesis hut vill not he reproduced here, fhese mean squares were 
used to obtain variances of estimates given in the following 
material. 
tTsing the first three generations, as is shown in fable 1, we 
obtain the estimates 
#» 
1^ * j ^0 1^ " 3 2^ 
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Sable 1 







^0 300 51.3 25.1 2.64. .309 
'1 900 Ug.9 25.0 2.10 .280 
S98 51.5 23.U 2.H2 .330 
S97 50.1 23.2 2.U0 .325 















p 2 " f ^ o -  •  
The rariaace of is ~ + Ue^® + ^  if the yields of , 
and Fg are independent. fiTe m£Qr otitain an estimate of the 
a 
standard error of Pg character T)y using the mean square 
of Iq, and fg appropriately. 
 ^ 4k A 
IThe estimates of and obtained from the populations 
a 
usually called 7^, and 7- vhen we asstmie ^2 is not zero and the 
A A 
estiiaated standard error of 3^ (s*®* ^2) given in Tahle 2. 
!rhe following conclusions may he drawn: 
A A 
(a) For length and shi^e of fruit, is negative and ^ 2 is 
positive, ^rom our knowledge of the model we should 
expect no apparent depression, fhe data aahstantiate 
A 
this view. Vor width and fruit wei^t is positive 
A 
and Pg is negative, exc<^t for dry fruit wei^t. We 
espect a decided depression, and the data uphold this 
view also. 
A 
(%) If we assume the sampling distribution of Pg normal 
and all testa to he independent, we would reject at the 
5 per cent level the hypothesis that Pg is zero in all 
cases except for dry fruit wei^t. 
A better statistical procedure for analysis of these data is 
to obtain the least s^oares estimates of 1^, and Pg from all 
four generations and obtain the standard errors of these estixnates. 
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Estimates of Loci and Epistatio iiffeots 
sstiszate length Width - » 
arithmetic logaritfag 
A 
•=1 k8,S 25.0 2.10 0.280 
A 
-2.66? 2.167 -O.UH67 -0.057 
A 
h 5.067 -2.067 0.3367 0.086 A 
s«0* ^2 ijO.131 to.oi^5 to.os5 to. 016 
EatSsiatQ dreen Finiit Wei^t Diy Frait Weight 
(arithmetic) (logarithm) (arithmetic) (logarithm) 
A 
*2 61.7 l.75« 9.60 0.963 A 
h 6.5 0.089 0.833 0.056 
^.6 -0.077 -0.333 0.021 
A' 
s« e *  ^2 t2.ll to.015 to. 239 to.oii 
-6a. 
following the notation and method glren "by Kerapthorne (ll), 
ch^ter five, we will use the matrix notation 






1 1 1  ®0 
10 0 
t p » X' 
®1 
1 1 , e » 
^ -5 ? ^1 ®2 
^ 4 _h 
•th 
and ej^(i»0,l,2,3) Is the nonherita'ble portion of the i phenotypio 
•alne. 











1 1 1  
0 w| ^ 



































fhe estimates of the variances of and ^2 are 
J i Z j )  a ( .02258061+)® + ( .8i+i935us)® 7(f^) + 
( .316351+83)^ 7^2^ + {- .i8o6h517)® v(f^) , 
- ( .1+1505376)® 70^^)+ ( .1+2795699)® 7(f^) + 
(-.18921+731)® 7^2^ + (- .653763^)® 7(1^3) and 
VCSg) " ( .55913978)® 7(ff^j) + (-1.21+731183)® yC^j) + 
(-.17201+301)® 7(^2) + ( .86021505)® 7(fj) . 
The results are stxnmiarized in fahle 3* 
This full analysis of the available data provides the general 
conclusions already stated from the analysis of the first three 
generations. 
TalJle 3 
Sstimateg of Farameters and Their Standard Errors 
A A A A A 
Character h (s.e. Pj^) ^2 (s.e. Pg) 
Length of fruit ^9.571 ^.0516 -.2gCAf 1 .0793 1.9269 1 .1189 
Width of fruit 2k,S26 icOi76 1.5211 1 .027s -.1.2172 1 .0^12 
(arithzaetic) 2.IU6 1.0336 -.2316 1 .0519 .1695 1 .0773 
Shape (logarithmic) 0.2S8 1.0062 -.026g 1 .0096 .6^63 1 .OIU3 
Green Truit Wei^t (axithjaetic) 51.1^03 toSZfO 5.380^ li.297Jt -7.1269 I1.9256 
Green Sbrait ¥ei^t (logarithmic) 1.75!^ 1.0058 .0731 1 .0093 - .05^8 1 .0137 
Dry Jruit Wei^t (arithmetic) 9.600 1.0922 .8252 1 .1^86 - .3226 1 .2187 
Dry Pruit Sfei^t (logarithmic) 0.962 l.oote .0530 1 .0070 - .01U9 1 .0102 
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t. TW) pahehts 
¥e shall consider as parents only inbred lines which are 
homozygous, and the phase of any given locus in the parents will 
"be denoted "by either R or D, de^jending on whether the niunTber of 
dominant alleles at that locus is zero or two respectively. The 
treatment used for the present situation utilizes the fact that 
the loci fall into groups of loci within whidi the loci have 
identical phase relationships to the parents. There are, in fact, 
four loci groups as follows! 
lioci Group 
Parent 1 2 3 
1^ B B E s 
2^ 
S R S D 
For loci groups one and four the loci are in the same homozygous 
phase for hoth parents* Hence, on crossing, these loci will 
always "be fixed. IShe loci whidi vary in crossing are from loci 
groups two and three* It should "be noted that the number of looi 
in any loci group may "be extronely low or even aero for a given 
set of parents. 
The populations which will "be discussed in the two parent 
case are ©"btained "by crossing or selfing after certain crosses are 
made from the two parents. In the crossing of two populations 
random mating is assumed. Khen we cross two parents the fized 
•»66» 
loci groups do not change* Mt loci groups two and three will 
contain all heterozygous loci, that is hare ptase denoted "by H. 
Hence the which is (P^)» the "brackets around and 
Pg denote crossing, has the following phase structure: 
Iioci Sroup 
1 2 3 ^  
H H H D 
Loci grotgjs one and four will he fixed in aoy succeeding 
matinga. Also, loci group three is a reflection of loci gro^i^) two, 
in the sense that phase S is a reflection of phase B, while phase 
H is a reflection of itself. In this sense, group four is a reflec-
tion of group one, hut this consideration is unnecessary hecause 
group four is fi»d. Hence we laay f^eciiy completely any genome 
hy displaying only loci grot^) two for that genotype. 
If ve cross 7^ "by itself we obtain the Fg which is specified 
V the phase frequencies of any single locus of group two, which 
are as follows: 
Loci &rottp Two 
h I"' 
where the coefficients represent the proportion of cases in which 
loci of the group have the specified genetic maket^, for exasiple, 
~ H Indicates that one half of the loci of loci group two are in 2 
the H phase for the Fg population# 
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?he following list includes the representation of the parents, 
crosses made "by random mating and selfed populations obtained "by 
crossiog and then self ing. (7he letter £ will l)e used to denote 
selfed populations, for ezas^jle, (1*2)3 » ^ 3*^' 
Population loci Group Two 
(pj^) cpj) - h 
< » i ) 0 r i ) - » 2  | h ,  | h .  i d  
<fj) I ® 




(pj) [(pg) (ti)] ^ 1 b 
O'l' [f'l) {'i'] 18-1 a. I = 
(7^)s fg ^ it ^ 
d j j s - l ,  | e ,  | h ,  | l )  
(tjls • ii, 
[<!'x)»1>]5 fs. fb.|d 
•»6S— 
We shall now ohtain the jnean genotypic value of a populatioa 
represented toy 
pR + qH + rB, 
%art from fixed loci the geaotypic array is 
JT (pR + aH + rD) TT (rH + qH + pD). 
loci of loci of 
grou^ two group three 
Consider in order the loci effects, two factor interactions and so 
on which occur when this array is expsmded and the factorial model 
Is inserted in place of the genotype. 
The total effect contribution is 
£ (effects) + Y. •*' E • 
fixed loci of ^ ^ loci of " ^ 
loci groop two group three 
The two factor interactions are of three types: (a) interaction# 
•between Tariable loci, (b) interactions of a variable locus with a 
fixed locus and (c) interactions of two fixed loci, i^s regards 
(c), we shall get a certain fixed quantity. As regards (b), suppose 
Oq refers to a fixed locus then we get 
loci of 
group two 
witti similar expressions for all loci of group two and group three. 
As regards (a) we have three types (i) interaction of two loci in 
group two, (ii) interaction of two loci in group three, (iii) inter­
action of one locus in group two with one locas in group three. 
When we combine these terms together with the loci effects 
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aad Ignore i33.teractlons of more than two loci we olstain the 
expression 
+ r» 
2 + + 
J - paB4 >^»o] 
+ p' |2 7 + 2 i bqb| + z^o i ^2) 
*• 2 3 2,3 2,3 j 
(a i • 21 vi • 1,^% ^ 2i3vi} 
when for exaa^le, 
^ » the sam of the loci effects for loci in the H jdiase 
in group two 
" the sum of interactions contriljutions from two loci 
in groT^ two, both of which are in the R phase 
the sum of interaction contrilnitions from two loci 
in group two, one of which is in the E phase aM 
the other of whicJa is in the S phase 
« the sum of interaction contrillations arising from 
2t3 
two loci, one of which is in groi:^ two and is in the 
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E phase, and the other of which is in group three 
and is in the H ;^a3e, 
and where all effects and interactions are defined with respect to 
the rariahle loci only, 
There are ten parameters in this expression as follows! 
(a) Kg 
(b) three loci effects parameters, i Y. • 
r 1 2 3 ( I + IV I ^ I 
and (c) six epistatic parameters, which are the sum of interac-
2 2 2 tions with ccanraon coefficients p , q. , r , pq., pr, and q[r. 
However we can reduce the namher of parameters to six when all the 
restrictions of the type 
(aq 2a^-^r a^) « (bq + 2b^ + bg) = 0, 
are used. 
We will substitute for and for Bg 
wherever they occur. The resulting expression is 
Kg + (qL-2p) (X B^) + (r-p) (J -^+1 Sq) + 
2  3  2 3  
^ + 
(t^) (r-j) (2 r + 2 I S^B. + I ^  ^ I . 
^ 3 
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Hence we have alz parameters as follows: 
(a) ^ 
(l)) two loci effects parameters 
(1) 
Cii) + 
said (e) three epistatic parameters 
<•> 
(U) 
(111) (2 I + 2 I . 
T o  siiaplifSr the notation we will let 
I • (^ Aj + ^  Bl) . 
V • 
i.  (2 z + 2 Z v4 • Z vo ^  I • 
2 3 2,3 2,3 
h -  (zvi  + evo* iw • 
3 ^»3 
Dae to the construction of the model 
(|jg+p2) .-(ZS + IP) . 
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f va * z VI I ^ * I3Vi>»-
and C + I Bj^» + I i^Bg) » {!«} + 21 + M) . 
g u u  j c c ;  2 , 3  
This i^eclfies all loci effects and possible interactione of two 
loci. Hence we may descril)® the six psraneterg as. 
Kg whidi is the contribution due to the orerall mean plus the 
loci effects and interactions of the fixed loci 
B and F which are the contrilmtions due to the raxiable loci 
effects plus the interaction of these loci effects with 
the fixed loci, and 
Q, L and M vhicsh are the contribations due to the interaction 
of all possible pairs of variable loci plus the interac­
tion of these interactions with the fixed loci. 
It should he emphasized that due to the construction of the 
model the coefficiKit of G is the square of the coefficient of B, 
the coefficient of 1 is equal to the product of the coefficient of 
E and of the coefficient of J, and the coefficient of M is the 
square of the coefficient of I*. Hence after we obtain the coeffi­
cients of E and P, we can write down the coefficients of S, L and 
H iraiediateljr* 
Using these definitions of the loci effects and interactions 
and the frequencies of the various phases of the loci in group two 
we can write the factorial representation of the means of the 
genot^ic valaes of the populations listed previously as follows: 
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" K g  +  f  +  M  
P g  - K g  -  2 1 -  y + U & + 2 1 +  M  
I"^ « Eg + E + & 
^2 • ^2 
(P^XFj^) « Eg + |E+|?+ |©+ |L+ |M 
(Pg) (Pj^) « Kg - I B - I P + |. & + J. 1 + I M 
(Pi) [(?!>Crj)] • 
(Pg) [(P^) (P^)] « Kg + ^ B-|p+^G-^I,+^M 
CPl)[CPg)(Pl)] « Kg + ^ E + |p+^0 + ^ I. + ^ K 
(Pg) [(Pg) CPj)] » ^2 - f ® - i" ^  S ^ ^ ^ ® 
C^i) [(p^) (Pj)] « Kg + |.B + |.P+^G + ^ L + ^ M 
(Pj) [(Pg) (Pj = Kg-|s-|p+^0+^L + ^ M 
CS'l)S«P2 . Kg 
^ 3  = K 2 - | S  
" ^2 - ^  ® ^ G 
k)M 
[<^2>Cl)] 
s  " K g  + | y  
S  " ^ 2 °  0  +  I  L +  | M  
In mansr cases experiment era will grov the parents, P^, fg and 
baekerosses tnit no other crosses, due to lack of space and time. 
In these cases we can estimate the parameters K2,S,P,G,L and H Isjr 



















































fhen it follows that the estimates of the six parameters e^ressed 









S 1 1 i -2 1 1 






f i 1 1 ^2 
A 
L ••1 0 •»! 3 ^ (?]_) (Fi) 
A 
M 1 4  1 - 3  °  I  0?2) O f j )  
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The variances of these estimates are 
















f 1 1 1 
^2 








IT 9 0 1+ 
.Vij 
if the yields of the P^^'s, Pg's, ^1^ ^1^'® 
(Pg) (B*^) ' 8 are Independent# 
Gr. E. Stringfield (I7) has ftirnished the means on three 
characters in com, numher of days to midsillc, ear node hei^t in 
inches and yield of com per acre in Imshels* Wrm these data ve 
hare talcen all possible pairs of two parents and obtained ^ Tables 
5 and 6. ^e variance of the parents and crosses vrere not 




The Means of the Parents and Crosses and the Estimate of 
the Six Parameters for the Character, Says to Midsilk 
2gx51A 1^ 8 kOBx^ lA %a^QB 
86.3 90.0 86.3 90.0 81.0 90.0 
^2 79.3 86.3 81.0 79.3 79.3 81.0 
77.5 81.3 80.0 76.3 71^.8 80.0 
Vl 82.5 82.5 81.0 82.0 78.5 83.5 
Vi 78,0 83.0 79.0 76.5 76.5 82.0 
''s 
go.o 8H.0 80.8 80.0 77. s 82.0 
A 
^2 80.00 8^.00 80.80 80.00 77.80 82.00 A 
E -2.15 -5.92 -3.i^2 -5.68 -3.28 -1.25 
A 
F 6.65 5.5^2 • 5.^^2 11.18 5.28 2.75 
A 
a -0.35 3.22 2.62 1.98 0.28 -0.75 
A 
£ 1.70 -8. so -5.90 -3.80 0.60 -U.50 
A 
M -0.35 0.58 0.08 -1.18 -2.08 5.25 
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•Pal)le 5 
The Means of the Parents and Crosses and the Estimates of 
the Six Parameters for the Character, 25ar ITode Height 
51ioc2g E&rx2S lK)Bx2a 5UxU0b 
2I1.9 31.0 2H.5 31.0 2H.9 31.0 
21.5 21.5 21.5 21J-.9 2U.5 2U.5 
37.5 H3.O 3i^.2 U6.5 32, 113.9 
'"I'l 31.2 39.9 30.1 1I2.H 31.2 ^.3 
31.5 33.1 26.5 37.S 2g.g 31^.1 
30.1 36.6 27.2 37.1 2S.6 37.^ 
A 
30.10 36.60 27.20 37.10 2g.6o 37.^ 
A 
S 9.65 S.IS 7.30 15.2s 6.65 7.S8 
A 
1 -9.65 -1.3s Jf.20 .10.68 -^.25 -l.Hg 
A 
G -2.25 -1,78 -o.go -5.gg -2.g5 -l.lg 
A 
L 2.50 5»6O 3.70 13.30 7.90 5.30 
A 
M J1.22 1.50 4.5g 0.55 j^.92 
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Table 6 
The Means of the Parents and Crosses and the Estimates of 
the Six Parametera for the Character, Yield per Acre 
51^x28 2S3£Hy hOBjc2B 51.Ax^ 5r SIASHOB H0BX% 
'"l 53.3 39.5 U6.0 53.3 53.3 U6.0 
39.5 21. Z 39.5 27.2 U6.G 27.2 
S6.0 S5.2 S6.8 gg.l gi^.6 7S.6 
Vl 7^.3 70.7 65.9 69.^^ 7U.6 69.9 
Vi 66.5 66.8 71.6 60.5 65.9 58.7 
h 62.9 61.7 6o.6 61. g 61.5 
A 
62.90 6U.go 61.70 60.60 61. go 61.50 
A 
£ 3^.72 33.82 36.12 32.60 3U.35 26.60 
A 
? -.26.98 -.29-92 -iH.S2 -23.70 -25.65 -15.IK) 
A 
G -11.68 -13.^2 11.02 -5.10 -11.55 -9.50 
A 
X ^.30 2U.60 13.10 6.10 2g.20 20. go 
A 
17.3s h,S2 26.12 16.1^0 17.15 11.90 
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Xt is unforttmate tliat we do not hare standard errors "bgr 
vhldi to assess the magnitudes of the estimates of the parameters. 
However ve can make a comparison of magnlttides between loei 
effects and epistatic effects, and in the case of all diaracter. 
isties some of the epistatic estimates are of the same magnitude 
as or larger than the loci effects. Hence we conclude that the 
epistatic contributions are important in the particular material 
under investigation* 
If the experimenter is willing to maice the assumption that 
epistasis is negligible and he has only the parents and 7^ popola. 
tionSf he can estimate and the loci parameters in the reduced 
factorial model frcaa the equations: 
h ' h * '  
Tg - Kj - 2B - I 
and •« Kg + B , 
Hence the estimates of the parsmeters are 
B « j (-P^ . Pg + 2F^) 
aad J « ^  (3P^ - Pg + 2f . 
fhe Tarlances of these estimates are 
%' • h • 
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"J" • i5<5 
if the yields of the Pj^'s, Pg's aad are independent. The 
quaatitjr S clearly measTxres the potence, as described by Hather (13)* 
These expressions lead to the following equations for predicting 
the tvo baclccross and Pg ^ seans: 
^2 - lO"! + Ps2 ^i) . 
W' - V 
and (Pg) (\) « 1(^2 » 
which are the standard espressions given, for example, "by Mather 
(13, p. ^ 2). ¥e may note here the flexibility of the model which 
is such that the deletion of parameters corresponding to genetic 
asstooptions results in the simple known eixpression. 
It is of interest to investigate the scaling tests given by 
Mather (I3). The test, using A, B and C, given by Mather tests 
the additiveness of the genie effects regardless of the presence 
of dominance or linkages* This se^s to iii^ly, and it is certainly 
accepted by many, that this is a test for absence of epistasis. If 
the interaction of three or more loci is known to be zero then this 
is a test of the two-factor interactions being zero. However, if 
the interactions of three loci ozily are not zero, this is not a 
test for the absence of epistasis. The reason for this may be 
siuismarized by expressing A, B and C in terms of the factorial model 
as follows: 
-Sl-
B ® G'»^L-^K + ^  a + ^  p + ^  Y + ^  6 
C  =  « 6 G - 2 L - 2 M + 6 a  + 1 ^ 7  +  2 $ ,  
where a, ^ , V and 6 are the three factor interaction parameters. 
Hence if A » B = C = 0, it does not necessarily follow that the 
parameters are zero. 
We have not discassed in this study the variances of popula­
tions although it ms^ "be expected that such an exemination would 
yield further information on the general prohlaa of the importance 
of epistasis. 
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TI, THREE PJffiESTS 
The nom^r of distinct Xoci groiips for this case is eight and 
we ms^ represent the three parents as follows: 
Loci Orot^ 
Parent 1 2 5 H  5 6 7 8  
E D  B D R D  R V  
^2 E R D D R R 
Q J )  
^3 
S R E D D D D 
ITsing the same tedmique we did for the previous section, we ms^ 
reduce the xmittber of loci groups to three and still ^ecify the 
individaal genotypes completeSjr* In this case, looi group one and 
ei^t constitute the fixed loci and group two is the reflection of 
group seren, group three is the reflection of group six and grotip 
four is the reflection of group fire. Hence we need onjy write 




Population 2 3 U 
<P,) D a S 
E D D 
(pj) S & B 
(Pj) (Pg) - H H D 
CPi)<Pj) - {*1^3) H E H 
ft'g) (Pj) - CFi^) B H H 
7 •Y B 
V E y 
R •y y 
7 P 6 
P •Y B 
(f (jf^^) P P y 
e P s 
(Pj.) e E e 
CPj) (*1^) p 6 D 
(Pg) (S'l®') H 6 6 
(P3) (*1^') P R p 




H P 6 
P H 6 
P P H 













a&d the coeffioients of the phases have the same meaning as the^ 
did for the two parent cage. 
Bert we shall obtain the genotypic value of a population whose 
geaotypic sxvs^ for the variable loci is 
77~ (pR+^rD) 77" (sH+tSHiD) TT (vH+wH-tyD) 
loci of loci of loci of 
group 2 group 3 group h 
X TT CsrS4wSfvD) TT (t®+tH+«R) TT (rE+qn+pD) . 
loci of loci of loci of 
group 5 group 6 group 7 
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If we place restrictions of the type « 0 on all effects, 
the total effect contribution is 
f^(effects) + ^  i(q-2p)Aj^+(r-p>jli2j [(t-28)02^4-(u-s)02j 
loci 
+ ^  [(v-2r)S^+(y.T)B2] + Z [Cr-T)yQ+(v-2r)rJ 
+ ^  [(u-8)DQ+(t.28)Dj 4- ^  [(y-p)BQ+(q-^)Bj . 
In addition to the three types of two factor interactions for all 
reflection pairs of loci groups given in the two parent case, there 
are the two factor interactions "between loci of the non»reflectins 
pairs. ?he coefficients of the two factor interaction terms ixxrolT-
ing B£^ loci X and y are ot)tained ly expanding the product of the 
factor for locos x and the factor for locus y in the genotypic array 
given ahore. 7he same result may "be obtained 'by expanding formal3jr 
the product of the contribution from locus x and the contribution 
from locus y in the total effect contribution. The possible 
coefficients are easily written down., there being six for the loci 
effects and twenty-one for the two-factor interactions. Because of 
the particular populations we are considering here, the number of 
distinct coefficients of -srariable effects reduces to fifteen in all, 
six for the loci effects, and nine for the interactions. There axe 
sixteen parameters in all, including the contribution for the fixed 
loci, X3. 
After oonaideraljle collection of terms it is fotmd that the 
eapresaion for the mean genotypic value is 
Kj + (q-2p) (| 3^) + (r.p) Bq) + (t-Sa) ^  D^,) 
+ (tt-s) <1 Dq) 4. (v-2r) (J B3^4| f3^) + (y^r) ^  Sg+I 
+ (q.>^p) ^  CE  ^Z  ^E of pairs of 
2 y X 1 2,7 
loci 'between non-reflecting groins) 
+ (r-p) ® (7 2^^  + 2! ^ "^0 interactions of pairs of 
2 7 2,7 
loci between non-reflecting grovgss) 
Zg®i®3. "*• iiit®jf'S"3^ions of pairs of 
loci Tjetween non-reflecting grot^a) 
+ (o-s) I ®0^0 j^Q + interactions of pairs of 
loci between 2u>n-reflecting gro^s) 
+ (w-2t)®^ + J + interactions of pairs of 
loci "between non-reflecting groups) 
+ (jt-t) ® ^ + interactions of pairs of 
loci between non-reflecting groxips) 
+ (q-^) (r-p) (27 ^3^^^ + + J + interaction* 
2 7 2,7 2,7 
of pairs of loci "between non-reflecting gro^s) 
+ (t-28) (u-s) (2j 0^0^ + 27 Dj^D* + J] O^Bq + £ + interactions 
3 o 3»6 3t6 
of pairs of loci between non-reflecting groups) 
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+ (w-2r) Or-v) (2T + J 4- 2]| SgP^^ + interaction# 
4 5 4^,5 1^,5 
of pairs of loci "between noa-reflecting groups), 
where (q.-^)* (t-2s), (rus), (w-2r), (y-v) 
1 1 
ns^ l3e -2, -1, 0, ^  or 1 only. 
To slB^lify the notation we will let 
a« 
M» 
interactions of pairs of loei 
"between non>reflectisg groiqas) 
« (27 interactions of 
2 7 2,7 2,7 
pairs of loci "between non-reflecting groiqos) 
^ AgA^ + Z SqSq ^  2! "'^o ^  interactions of pairs of loci 
2 7 2,7 
"between non-reflecting gronpa) 
s" - C ' <1 V|V 
0'* " S ^ •*• iateractlons of pairs of loci 
"between non-reflecting groups) 
V « « (2^ + 2^ + interactions of 
pairs of loci "between non-reflecting groups) 
MH " ^  ^2^2 ^  ^  interactions of pairs of loci 
"between non-reflecting grotsps) 
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' * ^ ®1®1 * Z * interaction of pairs of loci 0» 
5 * * .^5 
between norureflecting gronpt) 
!.•««» (27 + 2£ ^ 35^?^ + £ + interaction of 
f 5 .^5 >^5 
pairs of loci 'between non^eflecting groups) 
M*" •» 1^ ®2®2 '*' Z ^0^0 * Z ^ iiiteraction of pairs of loci 
•between non-reflecting groups), 
all other loci effects and two-factor interactions may^ "be represented 
as in the two parent case, for example 
" -^2®' +F»). 
Hence we have specified all loci effects and all possible inter­
actions of two loci. We msQr describe the sixteen parameters em 
followa i 
is the contribution due to the orerall mean plus the loci 
effects and interactions of the fixed lool 
and i"«« are the contributions due to the 
rariable loci effects plus the interaction of these 
effects with the fixed looi and 
and M«" are the contributions 
due to the interactions of all possible pairs of variable 
looi plus the interaction of these interactions with the 
fixed loci. 
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Ite.d to the constractioxx of the model, the same relationships 
saosg the coefficients of the loci effects parameters and the 
coefficients of the interaction parameters within each set of 
reflecting group parameters exists here as in the tvo parent case. 
TherefoM, knowing the coefficients of 
(a) B' and F* we know the coefficients of G', L' and M*, 
(b) B" and F" we know the coefficients of G'', L" and M", and 
(c) !"• aad F'" we know the coefficients of G"', L'" and 
K«»'. 
Using these definitions of the loci effects sad interaetioias 
and the frequencies of the various phases of the loci in groups two, 
three and four we can write the factorial r^resentation of the 
means of the genotypic yalues of the populations listed previously 
in a matrix equation as follows: 
n/i VX Vx 2/X- 2/X- il/X VI VI 2/X- 2/X- X W'sri) 
0 0 X 0 X VI VI 2/X- 2/X- X 
n/i tl/x VI 2/X- 2/X- 0 0 X 0 X X (£3^4) (^a) 
n/x n/1 2/X- 2/X- X • 2 tl X- 2- X 
X 2 M X- 2- VI VI VI 2/X- 2/X- X 
n/x ii/x M / x  S/I 2/X X 2 X- 2- X 
n/x tl/X 2/1 2/X n/x VI VI B/X" 2/X- X 
X 2 X- 2- n/x VI VI 2/X 2/X X 
Vx VX 2/X- 2/X- ti/X VI VI 2/X 2/X X 
il/X t[/X tiA 2/X- 2/X- tl/x VI VI 2/X- 2/X"- X 
0 0 0 0 0 Vx VI VI 2/X- 2/X- X 
VX Vx 2/X- 2/X- 0 0 0 0 0 X -
0 0 0 0 0 X 2 X- 2- X 
X 2 tl x- 2- 0 0 0 0 0 X (ft'O 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
0 0 X 0 X X 2 X- 2- X iz"-
X 2 X- 2- 0 0 X 0 X X 
0 0 X 0 X 0 0 X 0 X X 2X 
X 2 •ll X- 2- X 2 •tl X- 2- X 
X 0 0 X 0 X 2 X- 2- X 
X 2 X- 2- X 0 0 X 0 X 

0 1 -2 -1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
2 1 -2 -1 U 2 1 -2 -1 h 2 h 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 -2 -1 u 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 
2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 -2 -1 U 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1/2 -1/2 lA lA i/H 1/2 1/2 lA lA l / k  
lA lA 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 lA lA lA 
l/H i / h  -1/2 -1/2 lA lA lA 0 0 0 0 0 
lA i/U -1/2 -1/2 lA i / k  lA 0 1 0 0 1 
lA lA -2 -1 k 2 1 1/2 1/2 lA lA lA 
lA i / h  1/2 1/2 i / k  lA lA 0 1 0 0 1 
2 1 1/2 1/2 lA 1/5+ lA 1/2 1/2 lA lA lA 
lA i/H -2 -1 2 1 -1/2 -1/2 lA lA lA 
2 1 -1/2 -1/2 lA 1/iV lA -1/2 -1/2 lA lA lA 
0 0 -1/2 -1/2 lA lA lA 1/2 1/2 lA lA lA 
lA lA 1 0 1 0 0 1/2 1/2 lA lA lA 
l / k  lA -1/2 -1/2 i/H i/U lA 1 0 1 0 0 
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Oa Inspection of this matrix, we find that the coefficients 
of Bij, r', ?'• and F'" are linearly related in the following 
manner: 
Coefficient of 2^ » coefficient of i"" - coefficient of !"• 
- coefficient of ?•. 
Farther, if we let 
W « F" + F»", 
X m yi +F«n, 
and Y « + f", 
we find that there are no more linear relationships among the para­
meters. fhe coefficient of V acttialljr equals the coefficient of 
F", the coefficient of X equals that of F' and the coefficient of 
I eqtoals that of From these new parameters we can set up the 
following aatrlx equation: 
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'•l \ 1 -1 0 -2 0 0 0 1 2 
^2 1 -1 1 -2 
0 0 2 1 0 0 
''3 
1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 It 2 1 h 2 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 -1 1 -2 1 1 0 0 2 
1 -1 0 -2 1 1 k 2 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 -1 0 -2 0 0 0 0 k 2 
C»1^) 1 -1 0 -2 0 0 2 1 1 0 
0?!^) SB 0 -1/2 0 -1/2 1/2 0 0 0 lA 1/ 
9^ t»i^5 1 -1/2 0 -1/2 0 1/2 l/u lA l / k  0 0 
(ii^') t»i^l 1 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 0 lA l/U l / k  i / h  1/ 
(p^)(j^^) 1 1/2 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 0 i/H 1/4 1/H i / k  1/ 
(Pi) ffji^') 1 1/2 -1 1/2 -2 1/2 i/if l/H 1/H k 2 
»'2><»l^' 1 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 1/2 0 i / k  1/J+ l/lt i / h  1/ 
CPg) (fj.^) -1 1/2 -2 1/2 1/2 u 2 1 i / h  1/ 
CPj) 
(p,) (r^) 
1 -1/2 -1 -1/2 -2 -1/2 1/u l/U 1/H U 2 







1 0 -1/2 1 -1/2 1/2 1 0 0 i/H 1/ 





1 1 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 1 

















0 0 I VI VI VI VI VI VI X 2/X- 2/X-
VI 0 0 I VI VI VI 2/1 X 2/X-
ti/i tl/I VI VI VI VI 0 0 X 2/X 2/X- X 
n/i VI . VI VI VI I 2 u  2/X- 2/X- 2-
H/I vt VI t 2 VI VI VI 2/X- 2- 2/X-
Vx VI VI VI VI VI T 2 2/X 2/X 2-
X 0 0 VI VI VI VI VI VI 0 2/X 2/X-
Vt VI VI I 2 n  VI VI VI 2/X 2- 2/X 
I 0 0 VI VI VI VI VI VI 0 2/X- 2/X 
0 0 0 VI VI VI VI VI VI 0 2/X- 2/X-
il/t VI VI 0 0 0 VI VI Vi 2/1 0 2/X-
VI VI VI VI VI 0 0 0 3/1 2/X- 0 
0 0 0 0 0 T I 2 n  0 0 2-
0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 2- 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 T T 2 n  X X 2-
0 0 I I 2 0 0 X X 2- X 
T 0 0 0 0 T 0 0 X 0 X X 
I 2 n I 2 X 2 2- 2- 2-
I 0 0 I 0 0 X 2 0 0 2-
t 0 0 I 2 X 0 0 0 2- 0 
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\fe can estimate the fifteen paraaetere frcan the parent and 
cross means, 
pj, Pg. Ty ^13^ (Fp)(Pp), 
(P2)(J^) and 
(P3) if^) . 
If there are more than these fifteen parents and crosses 
arailatle, we may estimate the parameters Tjy the method of least 
squares. Using these fifteen parent and cross means we o"btain the 
estimates of the parameters in a matrix equation as follotfs: 
A 
Y 0 0 l/ll 1/4 -lA -1/4 -1 1 1 0 2 0 
A 
X l/u 0 1/^ 0 -1/2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
A 
W 0 l/l^  0 0 -1/2 -2 2 0 0 2 0 
A 
SI 
-1/i^  0 0 i f k  1/4 -1/4 -1 1 0 -1 0 0 
A 
BM 0 Jl/k 0 i f h  -1/4 1/H 1 -1 0 -1 0 0 
A 
E l  I t  0 0 Jl/k -1/H 1/4 lA 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 
A 
e lA 0 0 1/U lA -lA 1 -1 0 1/2 -1/2 l / c  
A 
L« 
-1 0 0 -1/2 -1/2 1/2 -2 2 -1 
-3/2 3/2 -1/c 
A 
3/4 0 0 I f h  1/4 -lA -1 1 1 -1 -1 0 
S" 0 l / k  0 1/4 -1/4 lA -1 1 0 1/2 1/2 -1/2 
A 
L « «  0 -1 0 -1/2 1/2 -1/2 2 -2 -1 
-3/2 -1/2 3/2 
A 
M" 0 3/!t 0 1/4 -1/4 lA 1 -1 1 -1 0 • -1 
A 
a v « »  0 0 1/lt -1/4 1/4 lA -1 0 1 1/2 1/2 -1/2 
A 
L H »  0 0 0 1/2 -1/2 -1/2 2 1 -2 
-3/2 -1/2 1/2 
. 0 0 -1/1  ^ -1/4 1/i^  lA 1 -1 -1 1 -2 0 

tw 
lA -i/if -lA -1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 -2 
0 -1/2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 -2 
^2 
0 0 -1/2 -2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 -2 
^3 
lA lA -lA -1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 - 12 
^1 
lA -1/5+ lA 1 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 
-lA lA lA ' 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 V 23 1 
lA lA -lA 1 -1 0 1/2 -1/2 1/2 -1 0 0 
-1/2 -1/2 1/2 -2 2 -1 -3/2 3/2 -1/2 3 0 0 (y/3) 
lA lA -lA -1 1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 
lA -lA lA -1 1 0 1/2 1/2 -1/2 0 -1 0 
-1/2 1/2 -1/2 2 -2 -1 -3/2 -1/2 3/2 0 3 0 ^^13) 
lA -lA lA 1 -1 1 -1 0 • -1 0 0 0 (F,23)cr^23) 
-lA lA lA -1 0 1 1/2 1/2 -1/2 0 0 -1 (Pj) 
1/2 -1/2 -1/2 2 1 -2 
-3/2 -1/2 1/2 0 0 1 CPg) ^1^) 
-lA lA lA 1 -1 -1 1 -2 0 0 0 2 CP3) 
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fhe Tariancea of these estimates are otnrioas. 
Using the data frm Stringfield (I7) t we construct Tables 7» 8, 
9» 10, 11 and 12. 
5?able 7 
7he Means of the Parents and Crosses for the Character, 
Says to Midsllk 
Parent or Cross 
Mean 




^ X 408 
X 51A 
2S X 408 
x 5 U  
^1 90.0 90.0 90.0 86.3 
^2 86.3 S6.3 81.0 Sl.O 
^3 79.3 
Sl.O 79.3 79.3 
^1^ SI. 3 SI. 3 SI. 3 80.0 
y 13 
n 76.3 SI. 3 76.3 77.5 
« 23 
^1 77.5 so.o 7^.8 74.8 
Sl.O 79.5 79.5 78.5 
go. 5 so, 5 78.0 77.5 
77.5 79.0 78.0 78.0 
SU.O SU.O 82.0 80.8 
go.o S2.0 80.0 80.0 
go.o so.s 77.8 77.8 
CP^) 82.5 S2.5 83.5 81.0 
(Pg) {1^^) S3.O 83.0 82.0 79.0 
(P3) 76.5 82.0 76.5 78.0 
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!ral>le g 




TSy X 2S 
X 51A 
x 2 8  
X HOB 
By X 40B 
X 5IA 
2g X 4QB 
X 5IA 
A 
T 35-700 go.250 S5.S75 g2.75Q 
A 
X 11.175 2.100 11.175 6.650 
A 
¥ g.650 3.S25 6.675 .^675 
A 
E» .i+.it75 




-3.575 1.200 -1.725 
S « » »  
-1.700 .250 
- .^375 -3.250 
h 
G« 2.525 1.050 1.100 1.550 
A 
V -7.050 -U.200 -3.goo JI-.750 
A 
M» 0.525 2.150 2.700 1.600 
/V Q l l  • 0 0 2.175 -1.200 1.075 
A 
1»« 
-1.050 Ji.lOO 3.gG0 -3.150 
A 
M » «  
- .650 -2.075 .Uoo .^75 
A (Jl n 
- .050 .350 1.375 .900 
A 
L » » »  1.750 -3.100 -1.500 -1.950 
K««« 
-1.700 3.750 -3.875 -1.950 
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!Fable 9 
The Meaaa of the Parents and Crosses for the Character, 
Ear Sode Hei^t 
Parent or Gross ^ X 5IA X 4C® ^ X 5 1 A 5IA X  40B 
Mean X  28 X  28 X  UQB X  28 
31.0 31.0 31.0 2l^.9 
21^.9 2U.5 .^9 2k, 5 
21.5 21.5 2^1-. 5 21.5 
k6,5 ^3.9 ^.5 32. It 
k3.o k3.o ^3.9 37.5 
37.5 3^.2 32.1^ 3i».2 
HU.2 U0.7 ^3.5 33.3 
j, 23 
'1 '1 hi, 6 37-9 Ho, 8 33.7 
38.8 36.7 37.7 32.1+ 
,^12,^12 37.1 37.^ 37.1 28.6 
36.6 36.6 37A 30.1 
30.1 27.2 28.6 27.2 
P F ^  1 U2.5| ^0,3 ^2.1  ^ 31.2 
Pg 37. s 311.1 37.8 28.8 
'3 V' 33.1 33.1 3^.1 31.5 
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10 
The Estimates of the i'ifteen FarEsneters for the Character, 




























X, » M 
A 
^ X 51A 
s 28 
E&r X 40B 
X 28 
^ X 5IA 
X 
5IA I 40B 
X 28 
Ho. 075 37.950 kO,213 25.550 
-1.375 -1.375 -l.it75 -9.950 
-5.350 -H.200 -2.650 -7.600 
7.950 5.525 9.350 5.700 
7.325 2.150 5.925 0.950 
5.025 3.^^50 3.825 6.750 
-3.750 -2.575 -3.300 -3.600 
10.1^00 6.i^50 10.250 7.900 
-1.250 
-3.675 -1.750 1.700 
-2.125 1.U00 
-2.575 0.750 
5.600 -4.it50 7.250 -3.000 
3.125 2.050 2.125 1.850 
-2.825 0.000 
-3.375 -1.^50 
9.600 1.550 11.550 3.000 
-2.975 -0.550 -5.175 3.050 
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Table IX 
The Means of the Parents and Crosses for the Character, 
Yield 
Parent or Cross 5IA x 28 40B x 28 5IA x 40B 3IA x 40B 
Mean X Ssr X xffir X 28 
53.3 11-6.0 53.3 53.3 
^2 39.5 39.5 1*6.0 h6,o 
27.2 27.2 27.2 39.5 
S6.0 S6.8 81^.6 8H.6 
Sg,l 78.6 82.1 S6.0 
85.2 85.2 7S.6 86.8 
76.9 76.2 77.'+ 75.6 
81.U S2.0 70.0 69.7 
66.9 7^,8 71^.8 76.9 
62.9 61.7 61.8 61.8 
60,6 61.5 60.6 62.9 
a.g 6^.8 61.5 61.7 
7^.3 65.9 7^.6 7^.6 
CPg) 0?!^) 66.5 71.6 65.9 65.9 
(P2)C8'3^^^) 60.5 5S.7 60.5 66.5 
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fable 12 
The Estimates of the fifteen Parameters for the Character, 
Yield 



























X EEsr xifir X !&• X 28 
56.575 73.750 53.S75 51.625 
-23.725 -15.U00 -23.725 -27.000 
•16.725 -g.725 -35.600 JH,025 
.^800 IS.550 15.600 1U.525 
10.000 17.575 I S ,  7 7 5  I9.S5O 
211-.925 11,050 16.225 IU.U75 
-9.700 -7.650 1.000 -U.I25 
3I.U0O 15.700 1.300 10.700 
10.100 11.950 g.500 7.225 
-2.000 
-3.375 -12.575 -7.1^50 
15.100 16.100 23.U00 12.300 
-IU.900 -H.525 12.175 15.150 
12.525 J+.g50 -5.325 -1.775 
26.000 llfr.lOO 2.i^00 -3.800 
6.325 -12.050 7.925 10.175 
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fhe parameters vhlch vere estimated in fables 8, 10 and 12 are 
defined as follovs: 
T is the overall average contribation, 
X, W, E', S" and S'*' are the loci effects parameters 
ana &«, !.», M«. G««» L«M»«. G«»», L»«« and M"« are the two-
factor interaction or the epistatic parameters. 
!rhe ia^ortaace of epistasis eoxdd lie more clearly stated if 
the stasdard errors of the estimates were available. Bovever, we 
can acRsspare the a})solute values of the estimates of the epistatie 
parameters vith those of the loci effects for these data. For all 
characters there are some estimates of epistatic parameters which 
are of the same magnitude as those of the loci effects. In maay 
oases the estimates of epistatic parameters are larger than the 
estimates of loci effects. !Eherefore, ve conclude that the contri. 
hutione dud to epistasis are of m^or iis^ortaace in these data. 
If there is reason to helieve that there is no epistasis 
present in the character 1)eisg investigated, estimates of S*, 2", 
Xf T and Z m£^ he obtained from the parent and 7^ meaius onS;^. 
(The estimates of these parameters, displagred in a matrix equation, 
are as follows: 
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The variances of the estimates are otwious. 
TTaiag 1', S", E'", W, X, Y we may estimate the three way 
crosses as 
IPhese estimates a^ee vith the method of prediction given lay 
Doxtator and Johnson (5). Here, again as in the tvo parent case, 
we exemplifjr the flezl'bili'ty of the model in that ^ en we delete 
the epistatic parameters for three parents we obtain well-fcnown 
results. If all three of these estiaates give satisfactory results, 
this constitutes some evidence that epistasis is not inn:iortant for 
that character hecaase these formulae are derived on the of 
there being no epistasis. 
It is interesting to note that the prediction equations for 
the three we^ crosses, allowing that epistasio is present and using 
the estimates described previously, are 
/\ 
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+ |cp3^^) c^ j^ h 
|(?^^5) (y^l3) . |(S'^23) ^^23J 
- I + I y^23 _ 1 3.^12 ^  ^y^l3) ^^23 J ^ |(y^l2^ ^ 
|(P^^5)(P^13) . |(y^23j ^^23j ^  
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VII. SUMMAHT MD OOHCKJSIOIS 
fhe aim of the present study was the development of a model 
whl^ could be ^ plied towards the interpretation and imderstaadiai; 
of data on quantitative inheritance. 
Previous work in the area was revievred and discussed in the 
li^t of characteristics which such a model should possess, The 
desirable characteristics were taken to be: 
(a) additlTity of the parssaetere, 
Cb) parameters which hare genetic interpretation, 
(c) applicability to a genotyplc value for any noaber of loci, 
(d) i^smetry with respect to the homozygoas phases at each 
locos 
and (e) flexibility of the model with respect to increasing 
assumptions. 
The model whidl was developed is related to the factorial 
model used in the design of esEperlments* ^he factorial model used 
is based on comparisons in the population of all possible genotypes 
in whidi heterozygotes are given twice the wei^t of homozygotes. 
As a result the model for the genotyplc value of an individual 
represented by ^ individual in which the a 
til til locus is in the i phase, the b locus is in the J phase and so 
on, is 
p + Ai + + Oj. + iljO^ + * VA + ••• 
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vhero iq/in'bols saoh as while fonaalljr, in a sense» a product 
of and are in fact definite q[aantities which are not the 
products of the qtiantitieB represented Tjy and B^, for example. 
The terms in the model hare explicit meaning whidb. is described in 
the hody of the thesis. It suffices here to state that is an 
overall effect, symTiols inyolviag one letter such as represent 
til the average effect of a locus when in the i phase, sjmtliols suda 
as Aj^B^ represent the tvo-factor interaction contribution arising 
as a deviation fTotm the overall effect plus the loci effects and 
so on. ^bols involving n loci represent the |^factor interaction 
arising from the deviation of a genotypic value for a genotype 
Involving a loci, from the value which wotild "be predicted on the 
basis of effects and interactions involving a subset of the n loci* 
Thus the model represents the genotypic value as the sum of a con­
stant effect, of loci effects and contributions from interaction 
of loci. The latter constitute epistatic contributions. This 
Bodel possesses all of the desirable characteristics described 
above. 
^ all the work described in this thesis it was assumed that 
linkages and lethal genes were absent and that viabiliV 
stant for all genotypes. 
The factorial model was applied to the consideration of means 
of populations arising successively by selfing from a single 
individual. The general formula for the mean genotypic value of 
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the population produced "by m generations of selfiag is 
^ + Z -1)' Pp 
where is t}ie contriMtion of the pcfactor Interactions and 
is the overall effect of the loci which are honozygoas in the 
original indlTidual. 
The model was applied to data, Shaml>anozida (12), and it was 
concluded that in his material the epistatic contri^tions ns^ %e 
an iinportant cause of inbreeding depression. Loci effects and 
epistatic parameters along with their standard errors were estimated 
from these data and it was found in alBOst all cases that the 
epistatic eontrihution differed significantly, at the 5 o/o level, 
froB zero. 
fhe model was applied to some of the populations which arise 
crossing of two inbred lines and sobseqTxent crossing and selfiag. 
From the observed population means certain functions of the looi 
effects and epistatic effects can be estimated, ^ese results were 
applied to data given "by Stringfield (17) and it was found for the 
characters considered, assuming low order interactions only, that 
the epistatic coiaponents were an important part of the observed 
mean genptypic values, fhe flexibility of the model was shown 'ty 
assvcning no epistasis was present, deleting the interaction para, 
meters and obtaining the usual estimates of the 7^ aod backcross 
means, fhe model was used to show that the scaling teste described 
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'fat7 ^ther (13) axe not necessarily testa for the absence of 
epistasie* 
fhe difficolty of keeping an accurate count of the various 
parameters increases with increasing number of parents. Howenrer 
populations arising from three homozygous parents were considered 
extensively under the assumption that interactions between three 
or more loci could he ignored. Using this fra&iework it was shown 
that the epistatic components were not trivial relative to loci 
effects, for the material essamined ty Stringfield (17)* 
5?he model was also applied to simple poptilations arising from 
four hosaosygous parents and the formula of Boxtator and Johnson (5) 
for the prediction of double crosses was shown to hold in the 
absence of epistasis. fhe ezamiimtion of this situation in the 
presence of epistasis was very tedious and none of the material on 
this case is included in the thesis. 
One of the problems which could be investigated is the deriva. 
tion of the variances of the useful ^ loci populations. A procedure 
has been indicated of obtaining the variance of the Fg ^ 
loci population; however, the problem will tmdoabtedly be much more 
difficult for other generations. Mother problem, the solution to 
which mi^t prove q.uite interesting, is the derivation of a scaling 
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